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"Choosing the Right Accessories"
was the subject of a training meating for project leaders of Homemakers Clubs Thursday, March 4.
The meeting was held ,at Murray
State College with Miss Vivian
Latzke. clothing specialist. University of Kentucky, giving the lesson.
Included in the discussion was
how to select accessories to complete a costume according to color,
texture, the occasions where the
costume will be worn, and the
size and personality of the individual. Several costumes were modeled with different sets of accessories. showing how a basic dress
or suit may be given variety and
made more useful thru accesaorier.
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Training Meet Stevens Concerned Over Way
Held For
Row Will Affect Army Morale
Homemakers

Poubk-Pmar PkEire

MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

Murray, Ky., Monday -Afternoon, March 8, 1954
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By JOHN W. FINNEY
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON, Mar. 8, an Army Secretary Robert sT Stevens
is seriously concerned about the
way his row with Sen. Joseph R.
McCarthy has battered Army morale, a high administration source
said today.
The 'embattled secretary is convinced he won the -fair play"
piinciple he was fighting for in
the dispute over McCarthy's alleged mistreatment' of an Army
general.

WHILE THE MIDWEST STRUGGLES WITH BLIZZARDS--

Attempt Will Be Made To
Raise Money For Improvements
The Murray Baseball Association plans an intensive campaign
this week to raise approximately
$4,000. The money will be used to
install lights on tire baseball diamond at Murray High School so
that Junior League game., can be
played at night instead of in the
afternoon.
The reason for this drastic move.
according to Guy Billington, vicepresident of the AssocIation in
charge of the Junior League, is
to move the games from the after-

are uncertain. But in recent talks
with friends he made several
points in an effort to show that
the "browbeating" he ssid McCarthy gave Brig. Gen. Ralph W.
Zwicker at a hearing of hie investigating subcommittee wili not be
repeated.
Stevens told how a hearing
scheduled for New York last week
was shifted to Washington at the
request of subcommittee members,
how Republican and Democratic
members attended the sessions
here to prevent one-man hearings,
and how the White House "recommended" congressional action to
improve committee investigating
methods.

of boys between the ages of U
and 15. Last year Murray had
three Junior League teams. The
city park is lighted well enough
for the Little League. because a
smaller park is used by these 9
through 12 year old boys
Vernon Stubblefield, cha.rman of
the Finance Committee of the Association, said that 35 to 40 solicitors will go out immediately to
raise the $4,000. Any amount will
be accepted by the solicitors, but
stock certificates in $20.00 denominations will be sold. Stubblefield
said that some day purchasers of
the stock might get their money
back, but primarily the drive is
an effort to better re.neational
facilities for the boys of Murray.
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Meanwhile the Phils ari digging Manager Eddie: Stanky, can do plicants
little I'd say
for licenses in every phase
everything but miss.
is the tame of year when every a nice hole
that about 25 per cent of
Richard a hug and told
for themselves us ravhim
of
lacing
to the preview
," the report continued.
- Brooklyn's hope is Don Hoak,
manager still is in first place. so ing about John
is the way the show
sleep tight.
hiaskur a tirat
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
the greatest glove man the Inter- "It seeks by every means at its " 'I will,
comes out on the regular telecast
you can't blame the boys for basema
daddy,
'
n, because he hit two home
he
said,
'cause
national League has seen lit a de- disposal to discourage the unquali- my 'jamas shrunk
Tuesday night. The preview gives
dreaming.
.'
March 8, 1949
runs ofT J pitcher who ise't even cade. Don
fied and unfit from participation
us a chance to find the weak
is from Roulette.
Sure. it could happen for these
"Now, mind you. I don't saynh
at spots."
going to be around. Cincinnati also and
• National 4-H Week honors 597 local memb
the odds are beter than 30-1 in racuig iii the state,'
indicates he's quite ready yet,
ers. Varied rookies just like the managers are gets into the act
bu
with an outfielder that it still will be
Although it means no action on
program of activities offered Calloway
telling it.
Billy Cox playThe Commission issued licenses it that sort of thing keeps up. one
Farm Youth.
named N.ra Escalera and observ- ing third
his part, today is the day that
base come the dug days. to 3,545
of us has to go. I doubt tf
Fellows like Ted Williams. Ralph
Sofia, Bulgaria (UP)—A Bulgarian Court
persons during the year
the Skeltio
sentenced
ers prtclict that by mid-Apiii Nino
n'a new transcribed radio
Pittsburg has nine yownx hope- or
Kiner and, of more recent
four top Protestant clergymen to life terms
18 more than for the preceding public would put up with two Skimem- still will be Nino.
in prison to- ory.
series with the Fredrick Ziv Outfuls.
tons
and
Branc
in
Harve
the
h
Rickey
y
joke
Kuenn and Sammy
produces year. The number included:
business at the
day, after they confessed to serving as
Cleveland is thu Tieing tae drums a new
agents for a fore- White.
fit goes into general circulation.
same time. Besides, I've got
one every hour on the hour.
proved freshman fl!,ds that
ign•.spy ring.
Owners, 983: annual colors.
senfor outfleldet Gale Waee while But
He's a couple of dozen shows
832; iority on him, and
didn't tatnish.
it's an unfortunate annual trainers, 459,
I've
been
,carryBonus for veterans is before legislatur
grooms
, 803: appren- ing
Wally Westlake, whose job is at truth
e in Frankfort
him about Jong enough. And ahead on this schedule.
But ordinarily the morning glorthat only a very few of these tice jockey
s, 38; authorized agents,
totfty.
stake, observes confidently that youngs
"We do these in batches out in
if he wants new 'jamas, let him
ies last just about as long
ters are going to make the 101; life
as their "he still has
colors, 15; exercise boys,
Work commenced by the State High
to beat me out" The- grade—and the
Hollywood as the need arises.' he
earn the money to buy some."
way Department supply of clean shirts. Then it's
manager: should 247; jockeys. 113:
jockey agents,
Cards caterwaul about outfielder quit
explained.
today on resurfacing Highways 94 and
building them up L. a big 101:
next year and put
95 through Mur- goodbye
platers, 18; stable foremen,
Red cited the above incident
Wally Moon who, according to letdow
rav‘.,
some more starch in the
In
n.
collars,
11; valets, M, and veterinarians,
s
4 affirmative answer to a question
Mom
- The Edward Starks who is attending
Baylor University,
UNHINGED TBIEE
as to whether 6 year old Richard
At least pwo of those
Waco. Texas, spent the weekend
who are
with his parents, Mr.
actually does contribute sonic
of
drawin
g
the
, and Mrs. Urban Starks.
annual sprat., raves
MARTINSBURG, W. Va. ilft —
the remarks that daddy attribu
tes
have got it made. though
Seventy girls lose all but lives in dormi
. They
Phyllis Robinson woke up one
to him on his television shows.
tory fire at the are bonus babies
He
and must be kept
State Tvai
also remarked that his frequent morning to Sind the hinges rennovCollege at FarMNille. Va.
"up- with the parent
team. One
use of Richard's name had result- ed from her front door. Everything
of these highly -Lauded
financiers is
ed in daughter trouble at onestime. else was in its place.
Billy Consolo of the
Red Sox and
"We became aware that Valenthe other is pitcher
tina, who is now seven, had beRalph Terry
of the Yankees.
come something of a problem both Fir
and Pine Framing and
Lai Boudreau of the
at school and at home." he exBosox has
gone so far as to say
Finish
plained. "She was moody and subthat Consolo
Kurfee Paints, Galvanized
may play second with
Clued. "I noticed finally that she
Bd .:: Goodman moving elsewh
Roofing
was particularly unresponsive to Roofing, Asphalt
ere. Don't hold
your breath that long
my sptograms whenever I pinned Doers and Windows, Sheet
Terry must
be a winner because
some little story on Richard. So Rock and Hardware, Screen
he hails from
Big Cabin. Okla.,
I tried the experiment of bringing Wire,
and anybody
Who made it this far
her into the script. She perked
front a place
like th it most have
SYKES BROS. LUMBER
right up the first time her name
a lot on the
hal;
was mentioned, and I realize what
COMPANY
a dope I had been to leave her Phone 388 New Concord Rd.
out of things. No more daujitsr

Sports Parade
By OSCAR FRALEY

United Press Sports Writer
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Skelton May
Retire Sooner
Than Expected

SLAPS TABLE ON HEARING 'GUILTY' IN MUR
DER

ORIOLES' COMPLETE INFIELD

24 Lbs. Thru Ice

irASAL MuSSY

Fe:Julep GOUTY of murder, Anthony Zilbauer, 53
slaps the table at moment of hearing the
verdict
in Los Angeles. His grief-stricken \safe Gerald
ine bows her head. 2111-goer was found
guilts ..1
murder of Andrew.Kmlec, 32. along a lonely road.
# ha/treat miler RetvidrAiil
ABY MENA,* NEED
GOOD 1111.1LIWO COWS

ri

40•V

a/ATMORE OltiOtES Manager
Jimmy Dykes and 11,11 Infleid Indulge in a nve-man hand-clasp for tack during
spring training
Us Yums, Ariz. From left: first baseman Dick
Kryttoskl. second
bleernan Bob Young. shortstop Bill Hunter
, third basernah Vern
and Dykes.
(iefervaisfsmsci Sour.dseeto)

TER

I f

DAIL LAKE shoat you the 24pound great northern pike he
caught through the Ice in Teats bay near East Tawas,
Mich.
Ilaternationall

Anita Leaves Jail

CAUGHT TRYING TO FLEE COURT

Farmers in Boyle county
teed
•nores cows with better
milkini
qualities to raise good baby
beeves.
-:ays UK County Agent
John Brown
.n his round-up of plans
for the
year
The ideal as to have the
calves
dropped before Feb. 1. says
Brown,
in order to arid haviri
t To
some of the cows when
sprito
grass comes on, and also
to reduce ds:estive trouble in
the cliyes.
.
- -Plans include selling calves
._ at
heavier weights Heifers eimetia
lly
should be lap steers can
sell as
feeders if not fat enough for
packers.
Brown wants more dairymen
to
join the at-laic:awl breeding associa
•
lion. He would have *them cull
more rigidly and raise their
own
replacements by saving good heifers

1

=8:L
=Ir

r

•

look crisp,
fresh, really
like new after
our miracle

Improved dairying tacitness are
needed on many 'farms, accordeig
to the county agent, who also
would like to see more Alas in
Boyle county
_
Improperly used fertilizer may
lose money The proper kind arid
amount must be used and it should
be used in connection with other
approved practices such as adapted varieties good soil preparatien
ind culture. and the control of
insects and cLacase,

I.

--FISEE

AMAZING NSW FillOSISICT elan
carneat .osionf ralat from mad cooe•si.os wet
SINUS Wooch way oncludil, sorrow rid eollundon
e howdah*, in 101.000.14.
of head, bock of hood, whine shook boost, orwo,
sow and fowl kket
drawl on mass, sontras darn bock of neck, grio
end &anew isf now oaf Mewl,
Oa rasa. coal OW ooll 04'
hes, cal Ms.
,
,
* straight, teals Like fight
esasoi hood, can't amen et tato,
rid Souldung Tat NoolonsoNy Adwassall
hos Own Quick end aosattne raw4 to thousan
d', therefore no wafer has
mo how, ssritottid, how osuch you neve vent es
,.4,
04 Osadutfol You ha* fad
ver.t•
S DAY Fill Tel* no cost or oblipot.
On •Ncopt to rtasirn end poy fee
cwt. postai. .1 mot del gritod watt, results
as th.a .s ,
6 01
.
ISATIS:104AL LASIddlAT
GALT CASA

symptom. of
firrrinfas. too

•
THIS DRAMATIC photo shows Anthony Zilbauer (right). accused
of murder, attacking a TV news cameraman in Loa Angeles
court In Zilbauer's attempt to escape_ Zilbauer la accused of killing Andrew Kmiec as Kmiec was driving him along • road
during a prospective sale of his car to Zilbauer. In the ruckus
above, Zilbauer slugged the cameraman, the cameraman slugged
bark and Zlibauer shouted,
m getting out! I'm getting out!"
Deputies subdued him.
i'llacreettonat floe ndphoio,
11111110.11.11111121.1111111MINIMIFWIMINWIIIWWWWWWW=Isisgers-ikei

SANITONE
DRY CLEANING!
We take extra spacial care
with evening clothes because
we want you to look like
a
princess On those special

TWO SETS OF TWINS IA LESS THAN A YEAR

1

nights! All dirt vanishes,
spots out, perspiration gone,
no tell -talc cleaning odor
and always perfect press.
ing that looks better, lasts

longer! So—don't

•

SUY NO W—
PAY LATER
%
High traile,n a1low•
ances on your old
tires and e•sy terms
if 'you want them,
make it possible for
sou to own these
great Dew -Piettl‘ps
DeLuse
66 Super
l.re• now'

take a
chance we your pretty
sownsI-nsist on our

And that Phillips 66 Shield on the
sidewall of a tire is your guarantee
of
quality—cold rubber treadt, tough•
ened with Philblack 0, give you
up
to 30% more mileage. Come in today
and see this great new Phillips 66
Super DeLuxe Tire—the tire that gives
you bonus mileage at no extra cost.

Eamon: Sanitone
Service!

Amazing Road Hazard
Guaranty. Every Phillips 66 Super
1.k.Luxe lire for passenger cars is
guaranteed for fifteen months against
all road hazard damage!
•

COME IN ... TODAY

NOBLE FARRIS
NOEL MELUGIN
HENDONS SER VIC F

ANtTA O'DAY leaves jail In Los
Angeles after serving live
months on dope possession conviction. Behind her is deputy
Kathy Stanton. Anita was released so she could start a night
club singing rob. And to "aid
her rehabilitation." Judge Ralph
K Pierson forbade her from associating with her former husband, Carl Hoff, and musician
Dennis Roach, termed "bad infliterieee,"
nortranitrinat

I.
BOONE

___aelwee

seW—*

THESE PROUD PARENTS have their hands full now,'with two sets of twine
in less than a veer. They
are the Frahgellas, Thomas, 30, and Audrey. Twins are Theres
e an Mary Jo (from left, background), born Feb. 3J.11053, and Thomax
enA '
,noon,
' horn Feb. R# 934. Fortunately, Papa Franrolls Is a rower t (Nes,
-

•

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
Phone 234
South Side Court Square
_
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trouble."
Red
and
Little
Red—that's
what he calls the beautiful
reds
haired Georgia. his wife — came
to town so Skelton could take
over
the Jackie Gleason Show last
Saturday night while the
e great one
continues to recover truth his
broken leg.
Red, who is the restless type,
couldn't let a day go by without
action, so he appeared Sunday on
both "Juvenile Jui y
and -Toast
of the Town." Tonight he does the
preview of his own Tuesday TV
show for CBS and Tuesday night
he does the Dhow.
"So far as I know. I'm the only
one who does a preview of a TV
show before an audience," Red
said. "I find that it is a big help.
I'd say that about 25 per cent of
the preview is the way the show
comes out on the regular telecast
Tuesday night. The preview gives
us a chance to find the weak

Although it means no action on
a part, today is Use day that
I Skelton's new trariacribed radio
series with the Fredrick Ziv Outs. fit
goes into general circulation.
lie's a couple of dozen shows
ahead on this schedule.
•
"We do these in batches out in
Hollywood as the need arises.- he
explained.

'ut

•

UNHINGED THIEF

I

MARTINSBURG, W. Va. 11/0 -Phyllis Robinson woke up one
morning to lind the hinges reraoved from her front door. Everything
else was in its place.

Fir and Pine Framing and
Finish
Kurfee Paints, Galvanised
Roofing, Asphalt Roofing
Doors and Windows, Sheet
Rock and Hardware, Screen
Wire.

!

SYKES BROS. LUMBER
COMPANY
Phone 388 New Concord Rd. ; •
ANSIENT.WINA

moons seal front maid elno•shon end
rOe• and owanarep lhoodoChfs in fathead.
"V cheek bow*. oral we end tool 55.#
*es sodtto.nags V nom ond 1147i
sWa, can't Street strospht, foals aka
Ond Cowanns. Tha Hotmoos*, A41.••••••41
of to Massed', Moreton, no mann how
se wont a '.hot pod/arts you how tr.'s'
calval.oe ••copt I
et‘.•
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AMOUNT

NO THANKS

0AftLAN3, Calif. EP1 — Richard
o.38, was sentenced to 1 to 10
Prison
San Quentin
are In
ednesdesa for . picking flowers.
Jo was found guilty of pick82,400 worth of azaleas and
odendrons from a Hay w a ro
if., nursery.

CountiesAllot
Money For ACP
Farm Soil Tests

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. In—Bare
dits who broke into a hardware
stor, Wednesday night made away
have
Fifty Kentucky counties
with a portable radio, a deep .fat
fryer and 1 ft a note which said! allotted $35,144.00 of funds authol
rized for the 1954 Agricultura
"Sorry. All we could carry"
Conservation Program to aid farmtheir
ers in obtaining soil tests on
lams, the Agricultural StabilizaBy HARMAN W. NICHOLS
-comCorreavondent
tion and Conservation state
A
United Frees Staff
WASHINGTON Os — The last
mittee reported here today '
st- 011ie I had ssen Raleigh Midi was
Funds allotted for the soil-te
to on the way back when Mama and
only
lase.)
be
to
are
service
i ng
through
.
necestaking
in
expensed'
for
I were on a little Rip
pay
tests, the Southwest.
sary soil samples. The ciad of
-Kansasusually Made in !aboratories under
It was on the Missouri
was 'he
the supervision of the Extension Texas Railroad. Raleigh
id the other
dining car stewa
Service, is paid by the farmer.
mg a plaque
,used this day here he wasrlit
ACP funds may be
man of the year."
'railroad
samples
the
soil
as
taking
year only for
Harrison
practices included Asst. Secretary of Labor
on land where
award to
the
handed
carried
Hobart
be
to
C.
in the 1954 ACP are
soil tests Raleigh, who has been a steward
out. In most instances
recommended iu for 27 Years.
ate recanted or
phosWhen the Nichols were traveldetermining poteSerfirn end
roil acid- in.' through' Kansas, Oklahoma and
and
deficiencies
phorous
paL
are to ' a Texas, Raleigh Mull was our
ity where these practices
to all of his patrons. Vehi
he
as
applied.
what was
allotted ronica took a fancy to
Counties which have
as the "kitty
program
the
on
listed
as-testing
1954 ACP funds for soil
made of
Boyd Konettes," little biscuits
sistance to farmers are Allen,
and
suear
butter,
arilk.
pone.
Cal- corn
Boyle. Breckinridge, Caldwell.
Carter, salt and cooked just right.
Carroll.
Campbell,
loway.
who
'Raleigh fetched in the ("het
DaviCasey, Clinton, Cumberland,
down and gave us thc secret
sat
FrankFloyd,
Fleming,
ess, Elliott,
cooked
Gre- recipe. The cakes are still
lin. Fulton. Gallatin. Graves.
and still taste tine.
house
our
In
HenHart,
enup. Hancock, Hardin,
Officials of the road say our
derson. Hickman. Hopkins, Knott,
calls some 2.000 travelers
steward
LivingsLaurel, Lawrence, Leslie.
.front
Marion, by name—some of them by
ton, McLean, Ntag6fTin,
handle. But his waiters say you
Marshall, Martin, Mason, Ohio,
more than double that figure.
Oldham, Perry, Pulaski, Rockcast- can
Raleigh has had a lot of interestTrimbTaylor.
Russell,
le, Rfpwan,
ing experiences.
le, Union, Webster, and Whitley.
Once, he told me, Lily Pans, the
Al'otments for' the service range
thrush, was aboard and he
opera
from $50 to $2,500 per county.
charge of her needs.
tiersonal
took
which
In 1952. the last year for
"I went into her draveng room
curare
results
-testing
ACP soil
eat in her
test- to see if she would
said.
rently available, soil samples
rom or the dining room." he
counties
40
in
ed from 1,659 farms
heard a snarling and then I saw
"I
results:
showed the following
two evil eyes. Miss Por.s had 9
On the acidity test, 14 1 percent
pet baby jaguar in a elle I got
acid:
of the samples were strongly
of there in a hurry I don't
out
53.7 percent were moderately acid;
who fed the cat, but I fed
know
213.8 percent were slightly acid:
the singer in the dining roam.'
and 5.4 percent were net acid.
Down Texas way, Raleezh says.
Phosphorous tests showed 24.5
there was a fellow named John
very
were
samples
the
percent of
Gardiner, a jewelry biegie. He
low: 20.9 percent were kw: 19 6
used to get on the train every
percent
l'a
percent were medium;
night ,"just to die into a
Sunday
were
were, high: and 20 percent
Texas special dinner." He would
very high.
board the train in Dallar at 13 p.m,
POUCE (upper) stand guard at the Canttol In Washington
Potassium tests showed 33.8 pergo immediately to the eating room,
following shooting of five representatives on the House floor by
cent of the samples were very low;
down his grub and then get. off at
Puerto Rican extremists. Visitors (lower) are shown presenting
23.3 percent were low; 19.7 perGreenville an hour eind 16 min,utes
cards to plainclothes policemen William P. Jennings (second
cent. were. medium: 11.4 _
troas right) and Wesley Wilson (right) to gain admittance to
eters ,TITere treawertstese-and often
were
percent
11.4
and
high;
were
still does—wait for the sotehberund
gallery. Cards must be signed by congressman. (international)
very high.
train at 8:36 and would be back
in Dallas lefore 10 p.m.
The trahfr Veronica and I took
was called "Old Ne. 5.- it stopped
at every town for about 35 mmtjgs oou could get out ancrilltilf
your legs and pick up a ceuple of
Texan souvenirs.
Sometimes, according to Raleigh,
there was a switching of cars.
-while- the -talks _were_ ript
One day the train was running
up and down across an interseenon.
"You know." Raleigh said. "how
Well.
g, t
motorists
impatient
some character, who meet haVe
been an old railmad mail, got out
of his car, uncoupled the engine
from the rest of the train, gave
the engineer a thign-bad' or goehead signal and all of the traffic
went through. It's something everybody has wanted to do. I suppose. But it raised very Ned we'
ma There was my dining car
standing idle with the food all
hot and ready to serve. No people
aboard and the engine nee miles
up ahead with no train behind it."

is-

4 At.
maybe, but the 13-Inch sncw
WIIIENER SNOW nor rain keep the mailman from his appointed rounds,
nal)
fall Which Ushered,in March like a lion In Cleveland sure stalled these mad trucks. (internatio

extra special care

CROSSES MARK BULLET HOLES IN HOUSE CHAMBER

nu to look like a

Wed His Nurse

in those special
'I dirt vanishes,

Dozen

Onions
10'
10'
10'
10`
5`

pound

riean

1 - lb

california,
cello bag
round red
4-0's cello bag
crisp well bleached
head
green heacls
pound

new

HEAD LETTUCE
ORANGES
GRAPEFRUIT °Uneaft
APPLE
FRESH GREENS
I'd"

69'
59`
39"
49"
35`

k
;
:
ad
ne
:
j"hl

frozen

pound

19e
pound

59e

PRESERVES
29`
PICKLES
35"
2
APPLE SAUCE
39"
.OUR OWN TEA
23'
2
KIDNEY BEANS
2(.1 41"
SURE GOOD OLEOMARGARINE:
99"
8 0 CLOCK COFFEE
35'
CHUM SALMON
jar

32-os

(lends sweet

lax

mixed

16-in
cans

fancy

tle•••• than lc a
pound

rum

pkg

loan of are

amellow

mild

Libbys

: cleaning odor
s pericat press,
colts better, lasts
—don't Like a

Baby Food

h your pretty
osist on our
Sanitonc
vice!

RIGHT HEAVY CALVES

1

Heavy Steer
Cut From Heavy Calves 1 Cut From
Beef

lb.79e
lb.59e
PORTERHOUSE STEAK
OR T-BONE STEAK
Cut from Heavy
Calves I
Heavy
From
Cut
Steer Beef

lb.69e

lb.89e

29c

JANE PARKER
ICED AND
SPICED

COLD STREAM

PINK SALMON
16-oz.
45e
Can

wan pace ire/

sr `'`'w' 3:.49(
MACARONI
A
2
TUNA FISH
SPAGHEM DINNER .39°
EGG NOODLE TUNA DINNER 29`
19'
SPACHMI
earaseti hgb t meat
( grated I

6-..

meatless
3 - 4 oz

and

pace

I

reir or eil000t

Poland Pk/

lb.

59c

LibLus Tomato Juice " 29c
Krafts Velveeta 7. 2 89c
Parkay Oleomarprine Iet.' 29c
Ballards Biscuits 7., 2 .,251
Butter Kernel Peas 2 39c
31c
Paramount Pickles
9c
Paramount Ketchup
2 111.31c
Libbvs Corn
es

eine

Strained Homogenized

kohsy

43 1 oz.

jars
091111111MIRII

EANERS
Side Court Square

RECOVERED from an 11-story
fall, Thomns Grace plants a kiss
on cheek of his bride, the nurse
who nursed him back to health,
after wedding in Chicago. The
romance began last May when
Grace. a cc:Instruction worker.
was taken to a hospital. The
bride Is the former Norma
(International)
Rawls,

. Location
where bullets struck In the House of Representatives In Washington
.
(Intern/atone{ tioundphofo)
the four Puerto Ricans at time of the gunfire also is shown.

atossis SHOW
1

PUREX BLEACH
/2 ?al 29c
IT.71: 17c B14 t„
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LENTON FOOD FAVORITES

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
Inn pail'
strawberry

P AUPEit

014411mo
lb bag

lb. 39e •
lb. 35e
ROUND or SIRLOIN STEAK

S anish Bar Cake
Big 46-oz.
can

i

(Blade Cut)
Cut From Heavy
Cut From Heavy Calves
Mature Beef

OCEAN FISH
(1Olb. 1:39) 2ths. 29e
box

‘heserve
otur art:d
hefa

2 fee 2Se)

BEEF ROAST

Pan Ready H & G. Whiting

lb

54I11.

delirious or winesap

LENTON FISH & SEA FOODS

7,1
'
P
SHRIM
BREADED SHRIMP"Pf:,
CHIX HALIBUT STEAKS
HSH STICKS
PERCH FILLETS

f 25c
2 .
8. 49°
8 IbbII39°
49'
15c

48 she

flarlda 1176 size, dee 311,

A &

( GOOD
'QUALITY •

lOc

U. S. No.
3-lb. bag

puerto

SWEET YAMS crisp
CARROTS
RADISHES
ENDIVE LMUCE
CABBAGE

REVENGE
LYNN:'Was! eft - Stanley Goldman, 32. of Revere, Mass., ran
over a dog here
As he got out of his cat to speak
to the dog's owner, another dog
ran across the street and hit him.

sW

Full Of
Juice

Come See
Come aSve
At A&P

STALLED ON THEIR APPOINTED ROUNDS

•••

ng clothes because

LEMONS'
2 49c

EXTRA PRECAUTIONS AT CAPITOL
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Steward
Earned Title
On Railroad

4.
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A/ Track Betting
Totals $41
Million ,

was 8233.500 in license taxes, 106,
trouble."
691 40 in admission taxes and $1,PUBLISHED BY LEDGER & TIMES PCBLI
Red
and
Little
Red—that's
003.053 48 in pen mutuel taxes. The
SNING CONPAN Y, Ilse
onsolidatiof the Murray Ledger, The Callow
what he calls the beautiful redlicense taxes were 1500 a day for
ay Times, and The
ilmes-Heral4 October NI, 1926, and toe Wan
haired Georgia. his wife — came
Kentuckian. January
Keeneland and Dade Park and
to town so Skelton could take over
$2,400 from Churchill Downs. A
JAMW C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
the Jackie Gleason Show last SatI5oents admission tax on each
assed at tbe Post Office, Murray, Kentuc
urday night while the great one
ticket is collected, and three per
ky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter
continues to recover from his
cent of the net pari-mutuel rebroken leg.
ceipts are Imposed.
TUB KENTUCKY
ASSOCIATION
Red, who is the restless type,
!RATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES. WALL
report
The
claime
d that "racing
ACE WITMER CO., 1368
FRANKFORT. Ky.—Kentucky's
couldn't let a day go by without
NEW YORK. Mar 8. s.n — The
Monroe, Memphis. Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New
in
the
State
favorit
1\1:.
freshm
contin
York; 307 N. Michigan
e
an nope is a three race tracks — Churchill
ued on a high
By JACK GAYER
Ave, Chicago; 110 Bolystoa St.. Becton.
action, so he appeared Sunday on
crocuses that bloom in the spring lad named
plane .
free from unsavory in- United Press staff Corresponden
Jehosie Heard a pint. Downs. Keeneland and Dade
I' 1961
t both "Juvenile Jury- and "Toast
Park
are flowering all over Florida and sized Satche
cidents
NEW YORK en -- It may
, and no cases if illegal
l Paige with Balti- --handled $41.660.990 throug
ue of the Town." Tonight he does the
h then
Arizona today and it's nice to more. Only
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray
stimulation (were) reported. No that Red Skelton will be
people named Oscar pari-mutel machines last
able to preview of his own Tuesday
, per week 15o, per know that we're
year. the
TV
lowish 65c in Calloway and adjoining
still
producing or Jehusie could understand this State Racing
drastic rulings had to be made by retire a bit sooner than lie
countiesolpaeopear, $3...S0; alas
ex- show for CBS and Tuesday night
Commission today
the annual crop of new Babe mentag cherrin
where, $5.50.
pected.
g.
reported ao the Governor and the stewards.
he does the show.
Ruth's and ''alter Johnson's.
"My wife and I were getting
-The Commission feels in this
The Giants are high on a fellow General Assembly.
We reserve the light to reject any Advert
"So far as I know, tnt the only
ising. Letters to the Editor,
Just about every. crocus in the named Jim Consta
ready to go to the plane
ble and if he
se Public Voice items which In our Op4111,412 are not for
tor the one who does a preview of a
The State's take from the tracks connection too much credit can
the best interest lot will do exactly that .by about
TV
trip to New York." the
can't pitch Leo Durocher is fixing
zI ma random
comedian show
not be given its licensing commitbefore an audience." Red
April 13, when the =tier league himself to get
said, "and we were saying
locked up
tee,
goodwho
so
Careful
ly
screen
apManage
said. "1 find that it is a big help.
r Eddie Stanky, can do
season gets uncle! way. But this
bye to the children. I gave
MONDAY, MARCH S,
Meanwhile. the Phils art digging
little I'd say
plisants for licenses in evray phase
everything but miss.
that about 25 per cent of
is the time of year when every a niee hole
Richard a hug and told him
for themselves in ravto
of
lacing,
"
the
report
-continued. sleep tight.
the preview is the way the show
Brooklyn's hope is Don Hoak.
manager still is in first plaoe, so ing about John
Mellor,
: a first the greates
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
''It
seeks
by
every
means at its " 'I will,
t glove man the Interyou can't blame the boys for baseman,
daddy,' he said, 'cause comes out on the regular telecast
because he hit two home
Tuesday night. The preview gives
national Leagee has seen in a de- disposal to discourage the unquali- my 'jamas shrunk.'
dreaming.
March 8. 1949
runs off a pitcher who isr't even cade.
fied
and
untit from participation
us a chalice to find the wedk.
Don is from Roulette, Pa,
"Now, mind you. 1 deeetlei+
Sure, it could happen for these
that
going
to be aroun,. Cincineati also and the
National 4-H Week honors 597 local members. Varie rvkies ,kust like the managers are
odds are beter than 30-1 in racing ru the state.'
Indicates he's quite ready yet, bu spots:'
d
gets into the acC with an outfielder that it
Although it means no action on
program of activities offered Calloway Farm Youth
still will be Billy Cox playterling it.
The Commission issued licenses if that sort of thing keeps up, one
.
named N:ra Escalera and observ
his part, today is the day that
- ing third base come the dog days. to 3.545
01 us has to go. I doubt if
Fellows like Ted William,. Ralph
Sofia, Bulgaria (UP)—A Bulgarian Court sentenced
the
person
s during the year public
ers predict that by mid-Aptil Mrs*
Pittsburg has nine ruing hope- or 18 more
would put up with two Ske- Skelton's new transcribed radio
Kiner and, of more recent memfour top Protestant clergymen to life terms in priso
than for the preceding
still will be Nino.
series with the Fredrick Ztv Outn to- ory. Harvey Kuenn
tons in the joke business at
fuls, and Branch Rickey produces year.
day, after they confessed to serving as agents for
the fit
and Sammy
The number included:
Cleveland is thu roping Ole drums a new
goes into general circulation.
a fore- White, proved freshman
some
time.
one
Besides
every
,
hour
I've
on
gut
the
senhour.
Owners. 983: annual colors, 612;
nods that for outfieldei
ign'.spy ring.
He's a couple of dozen shows
Gale Warie while But it's an unfort
iority
on
hint,
didn't tatersh.
and
I've
been
unate
earryannual trainers, 459: grooms, 803: appren
Bonus for veterans is before legislature in Frank
Wally Westlake, whose job Is at truth
ahead on this schedule.
- ing him about
But ordinarily the morning glorfort
that only a very, few of these tice jockeys.
long enough. And
36: authorized agents,
tortify.
stake, observes confidently that youngs
"We do these in batches out in
if
he
wants
ies last just about as long as
new
ters
'jamas, let him
are going to' make the 101; life colors,
their
15; exercise boys, earn the
"he still nas to beat me out" The
Hollywood as the need arises,- he
Work commenced by the State Highway Departme
muney to buy some."
grade—and the managers should 247:
supply of clean shirts. Then
nt
it's
jockey
s, 113; jockey agents,
explained.
Cards caterwaul about outfielder quit
today on resurfacing Highways 94 and 95 through
building them up t, a big 101; platers
Mur- goodbye ail next year and put Wally Moon who, accord
Red cited the above incident in
, 18; stable foremen,
rayr.{
ing to letdown.
some more starch in the
collars.
11; valets, 22, and veterinarian 4 affirmative answer to a questi
4 Mom.
,
on
<roe Edward Starks who is attending Baylor Unive
UNHINGED TFIIEIY
as to whether 4 year old Richar
d
Waco, Texas, spent the weekend with his paren rsity, At least eat) of those who are
actually does contribute sonic of
ts, Mr. drawing the
annual spon. raves
and Mrs. Urban Starks.
MARTINSBURG, W. Va. IR —
the remarks that daddy attributes
have got it made. though
Seventy girls lose all but lives in dormitory fire
to him on his television shows. He Phyllis Robinson woke up one
a They
at
the
are bonus babies and must
also remarked that his frequent morning to Rod the hinges removState Tea( her: Cullege at Farmville, Va.
be kept
"up" with the parent
team One
use of Richard's name had result- ed from her front door. Everything
of these highly -lauded
ed in daughter trouble at oneitime. else was in Its place.
tinaneters is
Billy Conseil° of the Red
"We became aware that ValenSox and
the other is pitchei
tina. who is now seven, had beRalph Terry
of the Yankees.
come something of a problem both Fir and Pine Fram
ing and
Lou Boudreau of the
at school and at home," he exBtoox has
Finis
h
gone so far as to say
plained
. "She was moody and auto
that Conseil()
K urfee Paints, Galvarsised
may play second with
dued. I noticed finally that she
Bi.'y Goodman moving elsewhere.
was particularly unresponsive to Roofing, Asphalt Roofing
Don't hold
your breath that long.
my programs whenever I pinned Doers and Windows, Sheet
Terry must
be a winner because
some little story on Richard. So Rock and Hardware, Screen
he hails from
Big Cab,n. Okla..
I tried the experiment of bringing Wire.
and anybody
who made it this far
her into the script_ She perked
from a place
SYKES BROS. LUMBER
like- th it must 'have
right up the first time her nama lot on the
COMPANY
was mentioned, and I realize what
a dope I had been to leave her Phone 388 New Concord Rd.
out of things. No more dini.hter
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Skelton May
Retire Sooner
Than Expected

.er

SLAPS TABLE ON HEARING 'GUILTY' IN MURDER

ORIOLES' COMPLETE INFIELD

PI

24 Lbs. Thru Ice
TOtw
-o- GUILTY Of murder, Anthony 251batrer, 53. slaps She table at momen
t of hearing the vet
in Los Angeles. Hie grief-stricken wife Geraldine
bows her his ad. Zilhauer was found guilt
%
murder of Andrew ..Kmiec. 32. along a lonely road.
r hilerrtni tonal
GOOD
BABY EEN'
B
NEED
COWS

I

--FIZZ TRIAL-.

CAUGHT TRYING TO FLEE COURT

SALMON ;Tema. Manager Jimmy Dykes and
ties infidel tn.
dui& in a 5ve-miff heed-clasp for luck during
spring training
tla Yuma. Arai. Preen left: first baseman Dick Kryhos
ki. second
Bob Young. shortstop BID Hunter. third
beaernan Vern
and Dykes.
(ii.ternationa. Smosdprietoi

Farmers in Boyle county
urea
more cows with better
milkina I
qualities to raise - good baby
beeves. f
say. UK County Agent John
Brown
in his round-up of plans
for the
year _
The ideal is to have the
calves
dropped before -Feloota-sa-y-s-ffro
wo,a
in order to avoid hasTing
to melt
some of the cows
when spring
t grass comes on. and also,
ti reduce choestive trouble in the
calves
--Plans include selling calves
at
heavier weights Heifers
especially
.hould be lat, steera can
'sell as
feeders if not fat enough for packers
Seth LAKE shows you the 24Brown wants more dairymen
pound great northern pike he
to
caught through the Ice In Tajoin the artificial breeding alsocia
e, hay near East Tawas,
lion He would have them
cuil
Mich.
more rigidly and raise their
(txternationai)
own
replacements by saving good heifers

Anita Leaves Jail

*

AktAllUD NM PRODUCT peel eimee move
front rowel COneostfen ONO
symptoms of SINUS ..nch root Include, Imeretrei end moo
piton:Ian hoodotbes in I0,00.4114
trI•Ples tot" of hood, bock of boot Ocione cheek bones,
Oyes sone one fora sbe
prom! m Mum yoronne doom bock of neck drop 'ref ebony*
* Of AGM onO
duzynoss. so. natal. CO.t
well Of timirl. Can't Munk strotoist, leob 1.5.
tit
,heed
band am'ndt
'Qua
cett ottlelelisso
eipP""
rsa rol
,
rerf
lindtet""""
MOusond
ne i ;040.
"411
Ad""I
•
OtOranY
otfer
"I
t
ftem
=Loy Ipso syStorosl, host much you
spent
what produCts you twpro trmcl
ver.t• for II DAT /RIO TRIAL no Cost Or oblLeetionor*seep'
to ',sun end DOy Ir.
co
cones posfoo• .1 not derfobt•of
55I55
urts os 11,5 ,s not
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look crisp,
fresh, really
like new after
our miracle

Improved dairying facilities are
needed on many 'farms, accordrot
to the county agent. who also
would like to see more atlas in
Boyle county
Improperly used fertilizer may
lose money The proper kirel and
amount must be used and it should
be used in connection with other
approved practices such as adapted varieties good soil preparation
rid culture, and the control of
insetes and do..seo

THIS DRAMATIC photo shows Anthony ZIlbeuer (right), accused
of murder, attacking a TV news cameraman In Los Angeles
court In Zilteuer's attempt to escape. Zilbauer is accused of killing Andrew Kmiec as Kmiec was driving bim along • road
during a prospective sale of his ear to Zilbauer. In the ruckus
above, Zilbauer slugged the cameraman, the cameraman slugged
back and Zilbauer shouted, "I'm getting out I'm getting out!"
Deputies subdued him.
ilaternettonett BoundpItoto)
WIIMPAIIIIMIIIMINaling41111
.
.
1 1 10111
.
111P yea.ma•mar......aramr-

SAN.ToNE
DRY CLEANING!
We take extra special care
with evening clothes because
we want you to look like a
princess on those special
nights! All dirt vanishes,
spots out. perspiration gone,
no tell-talc cleaning odor
and always perfect press.
ing that looks better, lasts
longer! Se—don't take a
chance with your pretty
gowns,insist on our
famoui Sanitone
Service!

TWO SETS OF TWINS Ii4 LESS THAN A YEAR

And that Phillips 66 Shield on the
sidewall of a tire is your guarantee of
quality—cold rubber, treads, toughened with Philblack 0, give you up
to 30% more mileage. Come in today
and see this great new Phillips 66
Super DeLOxe Tire—the tire that givv

B UY NOW
PAY LAYER
Hies trade-in allow-

•

you bonus mileage at no extra cost.

Amazing Road Hazard
Guaranty. Every Phillips 66 Super

ances on your old
tires and easy term.
if 'you w ant them.
make it possible for
to own these
Phillips
great Dew
Deluxe
nd Super
'I ins mew!

DtLuxe

lire for passenger cars
for fifteen months again ,'
all road hazard damage:

guaranteed

COME IN ...TODAY

NOBLE FARRIS
NOEL MELUGIN
HENDONS SER VICF

ANITA O'DAY leaves Jill In Los
Angeles after serving -*re'
"-"'filibntris on dope possession conviction. Behind her Is deputy
Kathy Stanton. Anita wee released so she could start a night
Club singing rob. And to "aid
her rehabilitation." Judge Ralph
K Pierson forbade her from associating with her former husband. Carl Hoff, and musician
Dennis flusch, „termed "bad inerefarrenrinea/ I

BOONE
THESE PROUD PARENTS have th•ir hands full now,-with two sets of twins In
less than a year. They
are the Frangellas, Thomas, O. and Audreo. Twins are Theres and
e
Mary Jo (from left, background), born Yel). 23. 11053, and Thomas ode Fromm. horn Feb.
5, 1931 Fortunately, Papa FranPella le ;Ironer V rh,irern'
."..vr".""t:susi Feendrkete
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LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
Phone 234
South Side Court
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_
trouble."
Red
and
Little
Red—that's
what he calls the beautiful
redhaired Georgia, his wife — came
to town eu Skelton could take over
the Jackie Gleason Show last Sat1 uorh
dtely u nlghtto while ythe great one

JUST THE

Prison
San Quentin
In
eaday . for , picking flowers.
o was found guilty of pick$2.4011 worth of azaleas and
.ndrons from a Hayward,

leg.
Red, who is the restless type,
couldn't let a day go by without
action, so he appeared Sunday on
It both "Juvenile Jena,- and
"Toast
of the Town." Tonight he does the
ew
of
previ
his own Tuesday TV
show for CBS and Tuesday night
he does the show.
"So far as I know, I'm the only
one who does a preview of a TV
show before an audience." Red
said. "I find that it is a big help.
2 I'd
say that about 25 per cent of
the preview is the way the show
comes out on the regular telecaat
Tuesday night. The preview
a chance to find the weak
t
spots.
ut Although it means no action on
' his part, today Ls the day that
' SkellOal new transcribed radio
' series with the Fredrick Ziv outfit goes into general circulation.
He's a couple of dozen shows
ahead on this schedule.
"We do these in batches out in
Hollywood as the nerd arises.- he
explained.

NO THANKS

AMOUNT

-AA, Calif. tIPS - Richari
40
, 38, was sentenced to 1 to 10

1 broken

MINNEAPOLIS. Minn. IPI—Baswho broke into a hardware
away
Mee. Wednesday night made
fat
deep
a
radio,
with a portable
said
fryer and 1 ft a note which
"Sorry. All we could carry."

nte,serY•

EXTRA PRECAUTIONS AT CAPITOL
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9

SYKES BROS. LUMBER
COMPANY
Phone 388 New Concord Rd.
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EANING!

, but the 13-inch snow
the mailman from his appointed rounds, maybe
%smelt Plow nor rain keep
d these mail trucks. (international)
stalle
sure
land
Cleve
in
lion
a
like
Tail Which naheredin March

arra special care

USE CHAMBER
CROSSES MARK BULLET HOLES IN HO

tion.
"You know." Raleigh said. "how
Well,,
get
motorists
impatient
some character, who frIlFt hate
been an old railroad mats got out
of his car, uncoupled the engine
from nthe rest of the train, gave
the engineer a 'hien-bail' or goahead signal and all of the traffic
went through. It's something ev' erybody has wanted to do. I suppose. But it raised very Ned NA •
us. There was my dining ca:
standing idle with the food all
hot and ready to serve. No peon'.
aboani and the engine flee rri .
up ahead with no train behind s
REVENGE
- Stanley GoldI.YNN.' Mass
man. 32. of Revere. Mass, ran_'
over a dog here
As he got out of his cat to speak
to the dog's owner, another. d2tt
ran across the street and bit him

Wed His Nurse

vanishes,
rqsiration gone,
cleaning odor
pc:lett press,
ks better, lasts
-don't take a

puerto
riean

10e
10c
10c
10c
5`

pound
1-1b

CI iqp california
cello bag

round red
6-oz cell,) bag
crisp well bleached
head
green heads
pound

HEAD LETTUCE
ORANGES
GRAPEFRUIT
APPLES
FRESH GREENS

I &mean 54512, 2 for 25(.18

delicious or winesap

CALVES
A & P SUPEit RIGHT HEAVY

1 Cut From Heavy Steer
Cut From Heavy Calves
Beef

lb.79e
lb.59e
PORTERHOUSE STEAK
OR T-BONE ISTEAK
Cut from Heavy
y Calves
Heav
Cut From
Steer Beef

1.69e 1 lb.89e 0.

anish Bar Cake
SWEET_ORj___1•LerURAL •

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE—
GOOD
QUALITY I

pound
jar

arm page
strawberry

PRESERVES
PICKLES
2
APPLE SAUCE
cup;
I le%x
OUR OWN TEA
2
KIDNEY BEANS
SURE GOOD OLEOMARGARINE 2
8 0 CLOCK COFFEE
CHUM SALMON
32-oz

dandy sweet
mixed

jar

16 -oz
cans

Liaise

than le a

Pound 04

)oan of are

riana
I"
1 -lb
rtna

se
mild la-:1,41 1:"w

Pert:"

strike
ran
dike

59e
29e
35`
39`
23`
41c
99c
35c

LEIVTON FOOD-FAVORITES
COLD STREAM

PINK SALMON
Can

Baby Food

your prett y
cin on our
Sanitonc
cc!

Strained Homogenized
43 t oz.
jars

V

WEIR

45e

or
" el'ae) 3:449'
MACARONI
TUNA FISH "'et''''"=:, 2 Ie:45e
SPACHEM DINNER .7:7. 39e
and A DINNER 29`
TUN
DLE
EGG NOO
19'
SPAGHETTI "e`i

Sharp Cheddar
Libbys

29c

PARKER
ICED AND
SPICED

JANE

19c

Big 46-oz.
can

mustard or tarolp
pound

1

Atte
adiv
:
1n0
el "
:

•

pileflihn
lb bag

lb. 39e •
lb. 35e
ROUND or SIRLOIN STEAK

69c
59e
it 39`
49c
35c

s en
she,:
fld
al
otur '
hefa

lb

(Blade Cut)
Cut From Heavy
Cut From Heavy Calves
Mature Beef

OCEAN FISH
29e
1=. 1'39)
SHRIMP
BREADED SHRIMP
CHIX HALIBUT STEAKS
FISH STICKS
PERCH FILLETS :.;(in

2 fur 25c
fitb b.. 49e
b..39
49.
4
15c

BEEF ROAST

Pan Ready H & G. Whiting

Is frozen medium green
5-lb box St3.39) pound

45 size

Jule, Markle 1176 size, dos lie

LENTON FISH & SEA FOODS

.e

dirt

Dozen

U. S. No. 1
3-lb. bag

STALLED ON THEIR APPOINTED ROUNDS

g clothes because
u to look like a
n those special

Full Of
Juice

SWEET YAMS
CARROTS
RADISHES
ENDIVE LETTUCE
n'e
CABBAGE

Fir and Pine Framing and
Finish
Kurfee Paints, Galvanized
Roofing, Asphalt Roofing
Doers and Windows, Sheet
Rock and Hardware, Screen
Wire.

at tiara
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2 49c
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There he would—and often
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very high.
train at 8:36 and -would be back
in Dallas before 10 p.m.
The train Veronica and I took
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was called "Old No. 5." it stopp
at every town for about 35 minutes so you could get out ancriM1t
your legs and pick up a
Texas souvenirs.
Sometimes, according to Raleigh.
there was a switching of cars,
while the folks were ote.
One day the train -war running
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Come aSve
At A&P

MARTINSBURG, W. Va. IP —
Phyllis Robinson woke up one
morning to bind the hinges reraoved from her front door. Everything
es.,
else was in Its place.
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CHEESE

59c

29c
LibLas Tomato Juice
Krafts Velveeta `ft': 2 89c
1 9c
Parkay Oleomarrarine :2
2 ...25e
Ballards Biscuits
Butter Kernel Peas 2 Calla 39c
w
Paramount Pickles
Paramount Ketchup
Libbvs Corn ee, 2
II ea

keener Myl. dill

49c

oyster

16

ANERS
,ide Court Square

ry
RECOVERED from an 11-sto
fall, Thomas Grace plants a kiss
on cheek of his bride, the nurse
who nursed him back to health,
after wedding in Chicago. The
rnmance began last May when
Grace, a construction worker,
taken to • hospital. The
bride la the former Norma
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Club:News Activities
Weddings Locals

Winner Of Art Contest
For Club Announced

t
oral

Carolyn Blair of Clinton, was
the Winner of the first prize in
the First District Art Contest
sponsored by the Kentucky Fed.
eration of Women s Clubs, viluels
was held as Beaver Derc..Salurday, February 2Z..
Carolyn, the, twelve year old
daughter of Mrs. John Warr.
the art pupil • of Miss Lualle
Brummarof Clinton and Las been
studying art since September 1953.
The award for first prize was
$15.00 which was sent to her by
Mrs. Carlos B Embry. Governor of
the First District Federation of
Women's Clubs.
Miss Jean Myers of Pocoica:
wes awarded first prize in to
Music Contest held on the son.
day in Beever Dam. In connec
tion with this Miss Myers will s
to Louisville in April to appear
on a television show tnere, and
will compete with other Dot:so
winners for three scholarships ts
,
.be awarded to the Stephen Foster
Pictured above are members of the Executive Board of thst Murray High School
Music Camp at Richmond.
guidance; Mrs.
• • • •
PTA. Left to right_Mrs. Grayson McClure, moral and spiritual
Doherty, as.
Rose, parent education; Mrs. W. C. Elkins, library; Mts. A. A.
Allen
RESOURCEFUL
vice-presi.
McCoy,
Allan
Mrs.
Street-,
membership;
Hilda
Mrs.
secretary;
sistant to
SAN FRANOISCO lp — Beir.a:
Carter, school
dent; Mrs. T. C. Collie, publicity; Mrs. George Hart, historian; W. Z.
Crider, president; Dennis Taylor, safety; Mrs. Gail CordPei!. 34. didn't like the inters.: superintendent; Mrs. Tom
Mrs.
Crawford,
publications; Mrs. Arlo Sprunger, radio;
Nix
Mrs.
.
;ail
secretary;
Francisco
of the South San
rey,
Hs took out Pus dental pls., Glen Charles, hospitality; Mrs. C. C. Lowry, health; Mrs. Wayne Doran, lunchroom.
fashioned a blade out of its mos.
Other members of the board who were not present for the picture are Mrs. By.
band and staerbed himself m th.
principal; Mrs. Charles M. Baker, program; Bill
ford Hurt, treasurer; W. B. Moser,
arm Noe he's in Cemmurete Hoshome room; Mr. and Mrs. Nat Ryan HughSanders,
C.
A.
Mrs.
Scouts;
Adams, Cub
pital
Mrs. Robert Fiala. band; Mrs. Richard Farrell,
es, finance; Glen Charles, hospitality;
Mother singers.
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Read Our Classifieds
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1

Monday. Maret I
The Winsome Class of the Memorial Baptist Church will meet
with Mies Mildred Williams. 414
North Eighth Street, at seventhirty o'clock.
• • • •
-The Ann Hasseltine Class of the
will
Memorial Baptist Church
meet with Mrs. Ocus Boyd, 1616
Miller Avenue, at seven-thirty
o'clock.
• • • •
•

By John S. Gardner,
University of Kentucky
planting
"Official" Urns for
white potatoes starts March 15
and ends April 10. These dates
have been set by studying over
40 potato crops at the Agriculture
Experiment Station, Lexington.
The starting date should be observed because by that time deep
soil freezing that might destroy
the seed pieces is past. Also, not
much sprouting can take place
until the soil temperature is several degrees above freezing.
The end-date should be respect.
ed so that setting time can come
before the season starts getting
hot (about May 25) and the spring
rains slacken. If the soil is hot
at setting time, few tubers set;
if moisture 4s scant, the few that
do set cannot make size. White
potatoes are a "cool" crop.
The variety, of course, a, Irish
Cobbler, as it meets Kentucky's
isometirnes tricky) climate as 'can
no other of the about 30 sorts that
have been tried. The deepaeye
cluster at the blossom end is
sometimes objected to, ten given
a chance. "Cobblers can
make it,'
and with quality that is never
disappointing.

rJr•

Memphis.

"BANDITS OF
ELDORADO"
Stage Show -Tonight
5:00 - 7:00 • 8.35
—

The Foundational Close of the
First Baptist Church, Mrs. Edgar
Shirley. teacher, will have a sod.
al at the home of Mrs. Wayne
Geurin, South Eighth Extended, at
seven o'clock. Mrs. Myrtle Woll
will give the devotion.
• • • •
The East Side Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. 011ie Adair
at one-thirty o'clock.
• • • •

An official inspection of Murray
Star, W. W. Adams. and Temple
Hill Eastern Star chapters will be
held at the Woman's Club House.
A banquet at six o'clock in the
evening will precede the inspection.
• • • •

Circles of the WMS of the
Baptist Church will meet at
thirty o'clock as followe. I
Mrs. R. L. Seaford; II with
Bettie Thornton; III with
George Upchurch; IV with
Green Wilson.

First
twowith
Miss
Mr s.
Mrs.

Y

National 4-H Club Week March
6-14, brings from the University of
Kentucky a review of club activities in the state the pest year.
A major part of the agricultural
extension program in every county
there were 1,942 clubs with a total
enrollment of 65.965 boys .and
girls. These youngsters learned hy
working in their projects on their
farms in their homes, under the
guidance of county and home
agents, local club leeders and field
agents from the Universfty's College of Agriculture sad Home
Economics.
A total of 09,929 projects were
oompleted by the 4-Hera. over
78 percent of all youngsters carrying their work through to a suecessful end.
The numbers of club members
enrolled in some of the projects
and their accomplishments follow:
Canning, 3,448 girls, putting up
239,635 quarts of vegetables, fruits
and meats.
Meal planning, 7.587 girls; 278,851 dishes prepared and 211,561
meals served,
Frozen foods, 594 girls froze
34,501 quarts or 42.210 pounds.
Clothing, 19,560 girls enrolled:

JS611 arneles astt 40.694 sanisrito
made.
Corn, 1,756 club members grew
3,455 acres.
Poultry, 2,713 club members
birds.
raised
Dairying. 2,549 members owned
4,028 cows.
Beef cattle. 2.253 members raised 3,285 head
Hogs, 2,759 boys raised 7,753
animals.
Tobacco, 4.310 youngsteri grew
2,539 acres.
Vegetables, 4,0119 club members
cultivated 1,808 acres.
Fruit. 845 boys and gir:s cared
for 301 acres.
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CRENSHAW $200,00
Wedding Ring $123.00
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internal
LOS ANGELES
revenue officers were looking today for a well-heeled taxpayer.
They received an unsigned letter
containing $1,200 in cash which
said:
"Am enclosing some money to
Pay taxes I owe Uncle SW."

one
rtg

FURCHES
Jewelry Stet.
113 South 4th St.
Phone 1934
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The North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Bun
Swann at one-thirty o'clock. Members please note change in date.

',CON
paled.
$4t -J.

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

• • • •

Fbariday. Mardi 11
The West Hazel Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Bob
Moore at ten o'clock.

•••.
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GETTING CAMPAIGN UNDERWAY
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COL. tit alaer M. Mahurin, shown
above in his wartime 'Virg
gear, Is scheduled to testify in
Washington In the Cot Prank
H. Set:iv:able 'germ warfare"
confession Inquiry. Mithurin is
among the former POWs who
Sian "confessed" to the Rests
that U. Si was coreleeting germ
._ilifeetie1tosoi2
fi2o
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DEPOSIT
MICNAll TULIN. the first Red anny political officer ever to desert
to the West. Indicates on a map In West Berlin where he croglied
the East German border Into the BMWs sector. He returned
recently to West Berlin after Mx months In Brttaln. Tulin, a
former first lieutenant in a Soviet air force unit, was one of rillres
VIPs to the
especially selected and tralnel, to:
Soviet I.70J0.: oz.; bta.
:
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HONEST ANYWAY

Wednesday. March le
The Harris Grove Homemakers
Club will Meet with Mrs. Lowell
Key at one-thirty o'clock.
• • • •

Aso

Wedk

• • • •

The Girls Auxiliary and the
Sunbeams of the Five Point Mission will meet at the Baptist Student Center at three-thirty o'clock.
• • • •

d—that's
ul red.
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Diamond Rings

COWBOY COMEDIAN
PLUS
On The Screen

Timidity, March 9

The Pottertown Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Orbs
Key at one-thirty o'clock.

Garden
The
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4-H Club Activities

CALENDAR

The seed should be of the certi• • • •
Mrs Sallie Huinphreys of 210 fied kind, only, as that way freetaught the third chapter (if
The Woman's Society of Christ- Frost
has
Street
recelved
Fourth
South
dom
the
from
"running-out"
disJeremiah.
The South oturray. Homemakers
e- Service of the Lint 5"cthectist the mission book on
word that her non. Will Ed Hum- ease is aesured. Growers of such
meet with Mrs. Henry
--larch met at the etturee Tuesprogram of the phreys of Houeton. Texas, who seed remove from their fields any Club will
general
the
For
afornoon at twelve-thirty
Her
egave
...1-ottve..bluatet
plants
that
has
erel•stherpe-nrean).
beona..coapaateat-wslik4be Stanrid, r;ievisng.. titurs.
,
.eflo
toe
meat interesting and informative dard Insurance Company for ieve-' respect, leaving only hills of
solar noseting
discussion of the lessen topic. rsl years, has been promoted to healthy potatoes thtit will pro
ice-president with company and cruce bumper crops. The extra
Mrs A F. Doran opened the -Spanish Speaking People of the
-sin study with Mss Mottle 'South" Mrs Howard 01,Ia sang has moved to Fort Worth, Texas, margin charged for certified seed
• eusofale ogiving toe des- Alen.. a lovely number. "Oh Brother te take up his new .duties there. is not for the blue tag, but for the
e• Such wee Wiley:sot wit). a quiets. Man". accompanied by Mies Fran- His many friends will be glad to extra work that had to be done
learn of his promotion.
in growing the seed crop.
per iod. The gr odp ,.in; -Jesus ses Sexton at the DIra10.
"ails Cs" and a quiz, on the third
president,
Fresh seed should be used alMrs V E Windsor
-.apter of Jeremiah Was held.
Mr. and Mrs Floyd Cherry had ways, and not the leftovers from
Tucker,
Mrs. E. A
for
asked
the
of
lives
A proylet on the
chairman of the nominating com- as their last weekend guests their last spring's crop, even from certisee kings who ruled during the
mittee, to read the slats of the grandchildren. Jerry Maddox and fled seed, no matter how firm and
omit, of Jernm,
SW=
'Mr ant-Mrs Torn Burchttidd
-trioreouted they are At the very
new Officers fOr
' MIS Harry Sparks Mrs Earl
least, those potatoes see rest their
Tennessee
Matt Srerlunan were elected after being read.
, sostere. Mrs
• • • •
prune.
sof Mrs. Rue Overbey Mrs. Jest
The new officers are' Mrs.
Windsor. 'president: Met. C. B
PM' — 1PJF• —
Ford. oseso-peassdentoliliess -Mal-s'ena Harris. recording Secretary;
Mrs J. B. Ferns. treasurer. The
se oetaries of the vario.ji pesses
of work are: Mrs Olin Moore.
promotion; Mrs. G. B. Scott. missionary education: Mrs. H. T. Waldr..p. social relations end local
cburth activities: Mrs. T. C. Doran. student work: Mrs. Harold
Gish, youth work; Miss Kathleen
Overenteed and Registered
Peterson. children's work: Mrs.
forefoot for Over 100 Years
Jack Frost, spiritual life. Mrs. Bill
Barker, literature and public:so
tinno
Mrs Burnett Watertield.
tRRYItlit.IEWFLRY
status of women: Mrs. J. E James,
-. .
supply work.
Murray. Oldest
The president outlined the quarSince 1S95
ter's work which .is as follows:
Resell Aloert Parker.
Friday. March 5. Bible Study and
World Day of Prayer program:
'looker • Jr.elr-N rle.ueet:
Tuesday.
Marsh 9. concluding
Bible Study. March 19-20-21, District Youth meeting at Murray
State College; April 6-7-8. Mempros annual WSCS conference;
May 20. Officers Training Day for
st„,,vtasT
Sub-District at Murray. It was
decided that the president be the
delegate to the annual conference
nom ta
POMONA', ISO CROSS tliaternan & Roland Horrimith pew the
with the wee-president as the
hwlets
Iowa'
obese o
lolls • _ova
first 1954 membership Magni on lapel of President Eisenhower in
eltein•te.
.1,•11
wee.
White Howse to get annual campaign underway. I Intoreicatosair

T9m-5s

_Neel 7itten.
Wellywood

-

Woman's Society Of Christian Service Has
Mission Study And Meet At Methodist Church

University
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B-MODEL AC. TRACTOR AND
Tracequipment. A-1 condition
tor never ogee wince complete
overhaul. Frank Taylor's Garage.
First street east, south of Ice
V/N8TAIRS 3 ROOM UNFUR- Plant at Garage sign on South
ed. Wired for electiic stove, Fourth.
(map)
ate entrance, private bath. Call
149 ACRES. FOUR MILES EAST
neon Grocery, daytime
(tIc) Cherry Corner. Will sell for leas
ht Med
than worth of improvements. CarRNISHED BASEMENT A- los Pierce, Murray Rt. 5.
m13p)
datment, private entrance and
WHEAT STRAW AND JAP HAY,
With. 303 Woodlawn.
50 cents bale, fescue hay 50 cents
1111X ROOM HOUSE WITH UP- bale. Clovia Byerly, Murray Rt. 0,
(ni10p)
Mein and bath, newly decorated. phone 4103. ,
ale owner at 700 Poplar St.
DOUBLE WASH TUBS WITH
TMENT FOR RENT, 504
Street. see E. G. Willoughby
the above address or call 333
✓ 5 p.m

members

only

a TV

boys and eirls cared
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1111E REPAlh hANGES, WASH'S!. small appliances, trains, blades, funs etc. Crosland Applied'e Service. 205 Soute Seventh
(m31c)
flEreet, phone 1412

IRAW $200200
iing Ring 812101

one

SINGER
NOV. A
RE lb
ing Machine representetive for
and used machines and reservice. See Leon riall. 1411
(tfc)
jar, phone 1014-R.

nig

'FICHES

'elry Store
south 4th 9t.
one 1934

MOTORS •
MIDWAY
*metes South of Murray on Hazel
Road,
Drive out and Save $9$ 'ew and Used Cars eTeIevision
Oda). son McClure, Purdorr. Parks
(m30c)

i
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*COME TAX RETURNS PREgpred. Rettaona hie rat. Phone

Annual Meet
Will Be Held
At,Ciege
ta 'Alpha liberary sco
Alpha
vice
ernity delegates from
Rine golleges will hold their annual/convention at Murrny State
College March 19 and 20 with
MSC's Epsilon chapter as host.

The eight colleges in addition
to Murray State that hold ABA
membership are Arizona State at
Tempe, San Jose State of California, Texas State College for Woms,pe ba•Inette.
lpehgo
1686n
taible
. en, Northwestern State College of
)
and coffee (inoc
Natchitoches, Louisiana, Ball State
Teachers College of Indiana, Concord College of West Virginia,
FOR SALE or TRADE] University of Alabama and Mississippi State College for Women.
The convention gets underway
WILL SELL OR
1940 FORD.
trade for livestock. Preston Boyd. Friday morning. March 19. at 10
Mile on ?dayfield-Coldwater High- a.m, in the library building on the
way. Phone 1907-R.
(miSc) MSC campus with a joint meeting of the executive council, official chapter delegates and chapOFFERED
SERVICES
ter sponsors.
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, MSC presiFIRST CLASS PAPERHANG1ING dent, will welcome the visitors
and decorating. Thomas Jordan, and Arthur Hamlin, executive secfm10120 retary of the American College
phone 9100.
and Reference Libraries. a section
.1441144.
of the American Library Association, will be the main speaker at
the first general session at 2 p.m.
MAN WrIlf 310'0 BOYS WARTS
in the Library building.
to share crop. Notify Frank Colstudent
Miss Betty Barrow.
imlelpi
Pond,
son. Route 1, Golden
from Northwestern State College
and
RIDE To Cfl'Y OF PADUCAH, of Natchitoches. Louisiana
7 a.m. to 4 pm.. daily Phone president of ABA. will meside at
the first general session.
457-W or 416.

At 3:30 the visitors will attend
a tea on the mezzanine floor of
the Library building, then at 4
p.m. will 4our the Murray State
campers. '
David Clift of Chicago, executive
secretary of the American Library
Association, will be the speaker
at the 7:30 p.m. banquet meeting
at Kenlake Hotel. Pleoges of
MSC's Epsilon chapter will be
initiated into ABA at this time
along with Clift who will become an honorary member. MI
visiting delegations will be recognized at the banquet.
Two general sessions are scheduled for Saturday. The fire at 9:30
a.m. in the Library building will
feature as speaker Harold Lancour, assistant director of the
Library school at the University
of Illinois.
Dr. Z. Judson Humeston, head
of the Library Science deparbnent
at the University of Kentucky,
will be the principal speLleez at
the third general session, a noon

`No Fight at All'

The visitors wilt tour the Kentucky Lake area beginning at 2:30
p.m. and at 6 p.m. the executive
council will meet before tne finale
of the convention at 8 p.n. brings
all the delegates and visitors together in the "Stable" in Wilson
Hall for a square dance and floor
show.
Brenda Smith, an MSC seniofrbm Murray, is president of Epsilon chapter at Murray State. Miss
Rezma Senter of the MSC Library
Science department is the chapter
spOnsor.

PUZZLE

39—Perform
40—Compaaa point
41—Tattered cloth
44—Morning 'bong
16—Chinese mile
48—Wagering
60—Slope
53—Skin
64—Once around
track
65—Sun god
67—Rubber on
pencil
61—Possesalv•
pronoun
i2—Lease out
64-River In Egypt
SS—Golf M011111i
66—Makes lace
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and re"Woader what he sante'!" she ding receptions, calls paid
CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX
no longer realized
she is present," Dr. mused, returning to her break- paid, but Shelly
"3 1 NC
their failure to Include Stephen's
said, smiling upon Shelly, faaL
had used
"I'll bet you're due to find out," wife us their plans. She
11 ask the origmator ot the idea
tti say ahe did not care when she
"
set it before the Society. Mrs. said Myra.
she really
Shelly, of course, did End out was not invited. Now
r-" He had to rap for order
when, as someLuse the doctors were still buzz- what her father-in-law wanted. He did not care. And
was invited to
to each other about lay toter- presented her with a delicate shall times happened. she
funcUon, she was
ia medical matters being seeklitee trougin for her In htlarlit. an important
graciously, Without
precedent to get established. and said he liked her in blue, then able to refuse
inrtght to the point. He •la hurting anyone, and without
thing they knew, all thdr
anything *twit
loilew that Craig Talbors volving herself in
•
IWO • • •
Society might interfere with her work.
felt Shelly, elegant In her black matter with the Medical
These spring days, her whole
cleared away. In short,
Ilr Ilinsurmd with glitter, lovely, young, had been
life was more pleasant. Sometimes
was nothing to object to; the men he was glad not to have to are she gave thought to the changedoctor.
Sight be • little wary of her pres- him as plant
time. She was busy
"I'm glad, too, Father Can. He's when she had
slice in principle; they all gallantly
-that was the Mg help. She kept
doctor."
good
very
a
atimired her in particular.
office and
"Yea, seems to be" He eyed regular hours at the
-1 didn't come to make *
"You still working managed things there with an Inshrewdly.
her
egeeep," she said In her soft.
creasingly sure touch. Sometimes
In that office?"
pretty voice, coming to take her
she wondered why Craig let her
"Yes. I rather like It."
I'm
"And
Stand before the table.
many decisions, and
"Don't know that Stevie would make so
I've
one.
make
he did let
pare 1 don't need to
-but maybe Its set • bad thing carry them out-but
individually
you
of
so long
most
to
ellkOd
time. I mean, you can keep her, and that was all right
•
for
gibout the town's need for a night your eye on the man, and try to as her schemes were effective.
gredical call service, I understand
The night call service was gostraighten him out when he gets
et should have the endorsement of
ing full blast with the expected
course."
off
-sometimes from the
pout Society, and I do ask for
Shelly stiffened. "I don't think few hitches
Or, Applethat-had accept much advice from me." doctors, themselves.
was not always
Briefly, to those who knew about
"I don't think he'd accept it man, for one,
It, and to those who did not-Mr. from anybody. Independent chap. available on his duty nights. More
Prewett, Magistrate Cornfeid, Dr. But maybe-oh, you know the often, trouble came from the paLewis-and Chi; Talboy-she ex- town better than he does. Try to tients.
Myra had a firm hand with
plained ner idea, net readiness to keep ktm from insulting the wrong
these recalcitrant folk. Shelly liked
supply the nectars/try telephone as people, Shelly!"
to watch the girl take a call; the
an exchange; she epoke modestly,
"His manners are perfect."
her
young woman with
clearly. It WSJ an efficient scheme.
"Yes,' agreed Everett, dryly slim
creamy skin and lustrous eyes, her
efficiently thougm out. but Raney "Espeoldlly when he's •a
rich voice and even richer speech,
a man in the room recognised that somethtlig nasty."
could talk to almost anyone with
feature. Craig Talboy did, howShe looked distressed. ''He knows
ever; MJI narrowed eyes, and the his Sob . . ." she tried to offer ea confidence and reassurance. Evert
to Miss Pollee-Mims Pearl-on
little smile about his lips, ac- argument.
the night when she called in agiknowledged his belated recognition
Everett
too,"
does,
he
think
tation because Roxte was sick and
of Shelly's efficiency. Tonight she
wily I hope you she didn't know which way to
was expensively dressed. beautiful- agreed. "That's
aim get a little better turn; she couldn't raise Dr.
ly groomed, her blue eyes as ertile can kelp
the townsfolk and to Lewis. . . .
as those of the doll be had called adjusted to
men." He leaned toward
Myra promised to send a doctor.
her, her voice SA Kitt LS the brush the plant
to get him straightened
Maui Pearl's voice came over the
of feathers across one cheek, but her. "Try
him
keep
to
try
and
Shelly,
wire as tense as the h'gh notes of
that same voice spoke thoughtfully out.
way."
that
an uncertain soprano.
Of h•r inteingestly developed plan.
She smiled and stood up. "I
And Myra's rich calmness redoggone! thought Craig Tat.
do
to
you
promise
plied. "I'll send one of the men
boy. Kick MA, 'someone, for • think I can
• that," she said confidently.
on call. He'll help you through this
mplete fool!
• • •
emergency, Miss Pearl. Tomorrow
"Well, now," said the irrepressThe days went by, and the you can have your own Dr. Lewis."
le Cornfeld, "I call that a very
She set the phone down for a
ood Idea! if you doctors had had weeks. Stephen's letters came in
service like that a month ago, bunches, with long stretches in minute.
"Which one site feudin' with
alboy there wouldn't-a got kis between *beds Shelly did not hear
asked Ike.
at all. She scarcely realised that now
ad cracked open."
Myra looked up from the record.
"I thought of thit," said Shelly her work at the office was helping
her not to worry too Muck about sheet. "Dr. Snow . • ."
Softly.
"Is he on call?" asked Shelly.
There was a little more talk, but Stephen, not to miss him too much.
"No, maeon. It's Dr. Talboy's
ehe meeting seemed happy to have Her days were full; she-came home
to be called. I'd like it to be
this thing which they could en- to a cheerful house, to Myra's Sen- turn
I'll admit. My nature belie
dorse. The doctors all signed up, sible and picturesque chatter, to Snow,
is. But on the other
Secluding Dr. Lewits, and Shelly Ekes bulk dad strength. Agnes as low as it
I'd like to be aroun' whin
Id their schedule of nights on and Myra between them ran the hand,
Talboy gita in that house."
uty would be sent to them oy house perfectly; 'Melly could again Dr.
"Why?" asked Shelly.
.Jte first of the next *tele °octane give her Sundays to the Everett
"If Miss Rome needs d doctor
t able to serve their designated Cerra, when they were in town,
In • hurry, It's probably because
irne mast give Mrs. Vendable without resenting the obligation.
•
Her position had changed some- she want. a shot for what she
'twenty-four hours notice
her heads."
"What if one of us gets drunk?" what in tee family. She knew it, calls
"You mean .. ."
without the ability to tell Just
asked someone.
-1 don't mean anything." sale
"You'd better be able to prove how that eharige was evident.
glti
Largely, she thought, it was us Myra firmly. "Mies Ftoxie
It," said someone else.
what she calls heads, and Dr
Stephen's
toward
attfeude
own
her
In
up
broke
meeting
the
Anti
Lewis he usually gives her some
laughter. Craig Talboy left with- family.
She had never deserved their thin' to relieve them. Kiss Pear
out talking to anyone.
eritieumni of Stephen's choice in fusses cause he wants five dollars
cash on the barn,. head-"
The elder Cerra had been out of wives. she had offered no argu"Bat trmight she's fussing be
dtstown for • week OT on, but the ment, but had resented their
feeling had cause she can't get Dr. Lewis.'
next morning Everett phoned to ipprovel. Now that
"Y ca'm. Miss Pearl, she'll I us
Shelly.
Shelly and asked her it she could somewhat dissolved-for
about most anything. Please war
Anna,
y
women-Ma
Carr
The
the
during
office
atop in at nts
did till 1 makii this call ..."
day. She said, yes, she'd come Ruth and Kate-still could and
Craig answered and said ti•
•social
complicated
their
on
carry
trip
the
had
how
And
nine.
about
at- would go.
beim ? She told What she had last Life of cleb meetings, church
fro is Corsirrila.d/
mad wedassing from Stephen and hung up. fairs, card parties, toss
nplorthnte., nye ighig roiedorse beode.••
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HE HAS "se light at all" with
President- Eisenhower. Senator
Joseph McCarthy (8), Wisconsin, tells reporter' in Washington following the President's
press conference statement
about "disregard of the standards of fair play" in the quizzing of • witnesses. Said McCarthy, "I hate to think the
day would ever come when the
President wouel be expected to
, agree with every senator and .
every senator . . . with the
President"- ---fialerhesfesatisill

ATTORNEY J. Ernest Wilkins
(above) of Chicago Is believed
the first Negro ever appointed
to a sub-Cabinet post. Wilkins,
shown in
Washington, was
named an assistant secretary
of Labor.
(international)

Read Our Classifieds

ACROSS
1-W I Id hog
6—Lament
9—bluale las
written
12—Oreat Lake
18—Heraldry:
grafted
14—Skill
16-111our
17—Symiaa for
' tantalum
15—River In Wales
19—Reimbursed
11-13 borne
21-Small box
S7-Paroe islands
whirlwind
SS-A vase
31-Pale
31—Pilfer
84—Proceed
85—Lamprey
117—Nlyer boat

Wanted

ON MOVE AGAIN AGAINST HUKS

WRONG APPROACH
SAN
IP - Men
FRANCISCO
stopping autos to hand out survey
cards as part of a program to
speed up traffic succeeded in
snarling miles of it Tuesday on
Etayshore Freeway south of here.

1

fer
:citing

dining -the -first- Tub-- months
the year, with February request
alone numbering 18,072 Indic.,
tons are that March will be aheac
Y.entucky of the last two months. As many
FRANKFORT. Ky.
will have the biggest tourist sea- as 2,000 queries a day are coming
son ever in 1954, if the rumber of in currently.
requests being received here for
Requests for the first two months
information is an indication.
of 1953 were less than half this
year's January - February totalRequests for Division of Publi11,577.
totaled
28,130
city publications

luncheon meeting at the Murray
Woman's Club House.

CROSSWORD

.4.4144144•6••• 44404.464-

troops test phone Line in Casinti parish church belfry.
PHOTOS SHOW military operations against the rebel Hukbalahaps
being resumed in the Philippines Some 4.000 troops are on the
muve against them following an ignored ultimatum that the
Communist-supported Huks surrender. The Huk leader, Luis
Taruc Is believed in aurrouncled.aree. Ilaternishethalivheljeleotos)

By Al Capp

LIU ABNER
FUSTBAB`i
IS A

TRAP'S -

SO rAANsi
HEARTBREAK,ts,1'
THINGS'BOUT
ME,AH HARDIS
KNQWS WHAR
T'BEGIN-

rags /IVY

Information
Requests Total
2,000 Daily

Another 'First'

rliSht

, 4,090 club
606 acres.
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The Tennessee Valley received
an average of 3.1 inches of rain
in Fe', nary. only 08 percent of
the long range average for the
month of 4.89 inches, TVA said
today. Heaviest amounts v.ere recorded west of Chattanooga, where
an average of 3.63 inches fell, or
75 percent of the long range average of 4.82 inches. East of Chattanooga the fall was 2.5 inches.
only 55 percent of the long range
average of 4.58 inches. It was the
19th driest February in 65 years
of recorded rainfall.
Sizeable amounts were recorded
at individual stations west of
Chattanooga. Savannah. Tenet., receivde 494 inches, and Florence,
Ala.. 4.85 inches. In the eastern
end of the Valley. rainfall amounts
were considerably less. At the
1300he Dam only 0.79 inch of rain
fell, and a number of stations in
the eastern half of the Valley recorded between
one and
two
From rtget: Army Secretary Stevens, Assistant Defense Secinches.
retary Ryes, White House press chief Hagerty. and reporters.
•—
A project to develop and test
methods to determine huv. much
money the public is justified in
spending to protect privately owned forest lands from fire is to be
undertaken jointly by the North
Carolina Department of Conservation and Development and the
TVA. with the North Carolina
State College's School of Forestry
assisting.
Area to be studied and tested
includes several counties in western North Carolina
TVA said results from the cooperative study will be useful
throughout the Tennessee Valley,
where' seven states, some 100 cooperating counties. 14 million acres
of forest land, and a forestry bumnesS of $350 million a >ear are
involved
—•—
TVA reported today that in 1953
rt had 11 fires in buildings with a
total loss of $3685. or an average
loss of $6041 per building fire.
In 1952 the TVA average building
lire loss, it said, was e215.
The national average for such
Senator Metertby met by seeeelese at be lassos
fires during 1952 was $535 per ,fire:
SCRKES iii Waatengton 'bow the on igen( off again feud
estimates of national ave:age loss
between Senator Joseph McCartlp (RI. Wiaconaut and
for 1953 are not yet available. but
U. S.
Army Secretary Robert T. Stevens as it was on again.
the National Fire Proteceon 'AsOr, as
Stevens released his White Hoes•-appetreed statement
sociation has announced that firthat he
had "aaeurancee" from McCarthy and other trivestigationa
subthe first eight months of 1953
committee members that Army personnel would not be "browdam:ges increased s about 18 perbeaten" to Use future. McCarthy Labeled Staverur interpretation
cent over the previous y•ar.
"ciumpertely tame" So the somewhat calmed McCarthy-Steven
In addition to the building lire
waters blew up another storm.
(international Soundpnolose
loss TVA suffered in 1953. it reported a loss of $2544 trim fires
whit h has been proposed to utilize other than in buildings. These in-rubbish- Itees.--aotorreabil•
lap ta Kt-per cent orretwteitt
National Forest] operation, in a fires. tarpaulin fires. grass fires.
program of recreational develop- forest .fires. electiic firee etc.
There were 100 such fire. includment and
wildlife-habitat
nee._
ing- It robbeiri heap firer
provernent
He
was
refeeong
to
WASHDIGTOW, D. C.--Pleillident
—•—
Claude D Xeflcy. of the National bills introduced by Congressman
TVA announced today that the
Howard H
Baker of Tennessee
Wildlife Federation today predictand Senator Arthur V. Watkins second 18.000 kilowatt g-nerating
ed passage of legislation to finance
unit at Fort Patrick Henry Darn
of Lltati
recreational facilities and wildlife
"One of these bills, or a similar on the South Fork of the Holston
pro)ecu in the National Foreins
one. may be passed by this Con- River. near Kingsport. Tenn., is
by earmarking 3 porticia of the
great," Kelley said "If n.e. in this in commercial operation. The first
forest receipts from tin- ter sales
session, the next Congrets is cer- of the two-unit plant went into
and other earnings.
tain to take actiorr T`e nation service last December With the
-It is bound to come - Kelley
cannot afford to neglect and mis- latest addition to the system, the
said. -The National Forests, COMuse the great recreabartal and rated installed hydro capacity -•
prming sortie 180 million .cres n
wildlife resources which tie avail- the TVA system is 3.448.935 k
42 states. are America's greatest
able to the public in the National Steam capacity is rated at 2,237,outdoor playground. Last year the
250 kw.
Forests."
Forest Service recorded 33 05)1.
—•—
lion visitors, who come for huntTVA reported today that it will
ing. fishing, camping. hiking. pic• LION BARGAIN
; obtain 15 percent of the g:oss pronicking arid other forms of sport.
ceeds from the sale of. timber
-Sanitary facilities. perk:ng and
from the 1854-acre tract of land
picnic areas and other public-use
which it recently transferred, with
MICHIGAN CITY. Ind. 01
facilities are grossly inadequat
The zoo offered a bargain toffs; - Presidential approval, to the City
and neglected.- the Wild!'re Fedtwo peacocks for 11110 with r. boti of Norris. Tenn TVA wel receive.
eration leader asserted -Special
this share of the proceeds for the
cub thrown in for free
work needs to be done to mainPeacocks are way overstocked. next 40 years. The tronsferred
tain wildlife stocks in order to
the zoo said, and with three sur- tract embraces the city'r watermeet increasing hunting and fish- plus
lion cubs already on hand shed area and is to be usedlexing pressure'
"L.ulabelle." a fertile female.
elusively
for
recreational
and
Kelley recommended legislation expecting another litter
municipal watershed uses

Senate.
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LotIASVIii. School of Mediciee, wilt
present a must enligntening
het
profitable di,cussio on cuncer, Dr.

Cavity To
Discussed
"Cancer of the Oral Cavity" Is
the subject to be discussed by
Harold Kleinert, M.D., director of
the Cancer Clinic of the Louisville
General Hospital. at the nest meeting of the First Councilor District
of the Kentucky State Medical
Association, Wednesday, March 17.
J. Vernon Pace, M.D., Paducah,
district councilor who made the
announcement, said the restaurant
at Kentucky Dam Village State
Park,. Gilbertsville, will be the
site of the seesion, scheduled to
start at 6:30 p.m.
The guest speaker, Dr. Kleinert,
who is also a Research Fellow in

Pace stated
Preaidng oar! the evening ses...ion will be George McClain. M.
O. Benton, president of the Marshall County Medical Society, the
host group. S. L. Henson, M D..
Benton, secretary of thc society,
is assisting in making the arrangements for the meeting.
Counties included in the First
Councilor District of the KSMA
are: Ballard. Calloway. Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman. Livingston, McCracken, and Marshall. The
last meeting of the district was
held February 11. 1954. at Murray
State College. -

Marjorie Main
Mad Of Red
Use Of Pix

WILL?

NEW INTEREST

NEW YORK 81,1 — A comb cornpany reported today its researchers had figured that an "average"
woman combs her hair about 2.500
times a year, or about 8.84 times
a day.

WASHINGTON (19 — A Capitol
employe told a friend Wednesday
he just couldn't understand why
his wife was so interested In the
shooting in the House Monday.
"She's never shown any interest
in politics before," he said.

GOT ARMS AND HANDS AT LAST
By VERNON SCOTT
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD
411 — Marjorie
Main, known to millions of movie
fans us Ma Kettle, was madder
than all eet out Way when she
diseovei d a Corn. unlit paper in
Poland he beer asing her picture
to illustrate an advice to the lovelorn column.
Not one to take an affront like
this lying down, Miss Main fired
off a telegram to the State Department in Washington demanding action. She asked that the U.S.
ambassador in Poland try" to stop
the paper, Przekroj. from using
her photo.

FIRST VISIT TO SAN FRANCISCO

-The whole thing's a mystery to
me," the veteran actress huffed.
"I've never been in Poland in my
life. And the picture they're using
if an old one taken when I was
made up to play Ma Kettle.The title under Marjorie'a pi:lure is "Wise Old Aunt."
-That doesn't set very well with
me either," she said. "I don't feel
like anybody's aunt. And I know
..,
eci well I've never given any
advice to the lovelorn. Never been
asked!"
Miss Main was informed of the
deal by a magazine entitled -News
From Behind The Iron Curtain."
Her picture has been running in
the paper for more than a year.
The actress is further confused
by the fact that American films
have been banned in Poland for
years and that Communists nave
described Hollywood as the symbol of Western decadence.
She sat in her Universal-International dressing room on the set
of -The Matchmakers", asking advice of everyone who passed_
-Who ever thought Ma Kettle
would get mixed up in an international political situation like this,'
Marjorie groaned. "If they can do
a thing like this to me. they cial
do it to other picture people, too.
That's why I sent that telegram
to Washington.
"I guess I should be flattered
that the people of Poland vauld
have confidence in my advice. But
it's certainly • left-handed complIM
ment
"Heck, wouldn't mind writing a
column for the people behind the
Iron Curtain at that.- she added.
"but I don't thinitt they'd like to
read what I'd have to say
"l'm plials to take a trip to
Europe next summer if I can. And
while I'm over there 111 See west
I can do to straighten this thing
out."
Marjorie's telegram to the State
Department concluded:
"Maybe I never won any beauty
prizes for being a glamour girl.
but I prize my liberty And they
sure are taking liberties with me
in Communist Poland."

1/0111ST %mass. in the U. 9 Navy, the carrier Franklin D.
Roosevelt. passes under Golden Gate bridge on her first visit to
San Francisco.
(International Soundpeolo)

Legislation Expected
To Finance Forest
Wildlife Projects

FIRS/ PAIR of fully-functional arms and hands ever designed is
worn by 8-year-old Cheryl Maloney In Honesdale. Pa. Cheryl
was born without arms, but now feels a new life has opened up
for her. since Instead of being helpless she can write and do
other ordinary tasks in her first grade class. The artificial arms
and hands were created for her by doctors at Hasbrouck Heights,
N. J., hospital.
(biternattonal Soundpeotot

FOR SALE
An excellent productive 62 acre farm, located half
way between Stella and Kirksey, on the Kirksey
black top highway. This farm has a 5 room house,
water in the house, electric lights, a fine stock barn
and tobacco barn, crib, smoke house, garage am'
wash house.
This farm is wonderfully located, good tobacco base
and, all of the land has been limed and phosph•ted
several times, extra two acres south of the house.
If this farm is purchased at once you may obtain
immediate possession. The price is reasonable and
some terms can be arrehred. If you want a nice
productive farm, you should investigate this one at
once.
VIP

BAUCUM REAL ESTATE AGENCY
Peoples Bank Bldg.
Phone 122

Nite Phone 716

eat-

I

•
Ph

OPENING TUESDAY
95 DRIVE - IN

SI

We are pleased to open again for the summer season at
our location on highway 95. We invite you to attend
often this summer and we will bring you the best in moving pictures.

Free Show Tuesday
SOMBRERO
with Ricardo Montalban, Pier Angeli, Vittorie Gassman,
Cyd Charisse, Yvonne de Carlo

Vegetable Plot Pays Big
Bonus in Delicious Food
Newcomers to the suburbs, who
ore numbered by the milhons,
may count among the meaty
blessings which they have rime
enjoyed before, the profit and
pleasure of • horne-grown wee.
etables of • quality impossible
to equal in city markets
Profits from your own vegetable plot are not measured in
money alone The whole JIMHy shares in them, the pay-off
being better appetites and consequently improved health
The sun-tan which mother and
children may acquire in the iissy
cultivation of a small garden
should not be compared with the
temporary kind expensively acquired in two weeks at the
beach.
Gardeners, young and old, enjoy all-season tan, with all the
benefits that come from an
abundance of vitamin D
The work of caring for a vegetable garden is not difficult
After the ground has been
spaded, no task involves more
muscle than sweeping the floor.
Modern methods of cultivating
stir the soil no deeper than one
inch Adequate ferUlization increases yield and quality, AO
that a small area gives a big
harvest. Experiments h • v e demonstrated that all the vegetables
needed by a family can be grown,
in soli of
age fertility, in less
time than it takes to shop for
them, and of higher quality than
could be purchased
An average garden plot for a
family of four is 1,000 square
feet There is • wide latitude In
the choic• of vegetables to grow

The heaviest yield can be obtained from what the research
men e•11 "efficient" vegetables,
which eve the most food from
the least land
Heaviest yield can be obtained
from vegetables of which we eat
the leaves. These include the
-greens" which are cooked, and
the salad 1
, which are eaten
raw. These are the "green, leafy
foods" which •re so rich in vitamins
Nest in food production are
vegetables of which we eat the
roots, stems, or seed pods Beets.
carrots, parsnips, broccoli, snap
beans, turnips and onions all give
heavy yields, are rich in calorie
value, vitamins and mineral,.
Don't discard any of these on
the theory that you do not lik•
them, unless you have eaten
them when half grown, fresh
from the garden
Vegetables which give the lowest return In food value for the
space they occupy are those of
which we eat the seed or fruits.
such as melon s, cucumbers,
squash, sweet corn, peas and
lirna beans But if you can grow
these on stakes, trellises or
fences, thus exploiting the air
rights of your garden area. you
can afford these luxury crops
even In a small garden.
Tomatoes should be grown In
every garden, pruned and staked
preferably, so they take up no
more soil/space than carrots, yet
yield abundantly over a long seaCucumbers, melons, and
son
pole Urns beans are all good
trope for training on • garden
fence, where they yield well.

When you think of loved ones who are

•

. far away, think of Long Distance. What a
pleasure to hear their voices again by
telephone. And how they will enjoy
—
it

Why not call them today.? Sour/tern Re!!
Telephone and Telegraph Company,

IT MEANS SO MUCH TO KEEP IN TOUCH

a

•

•

I-,.-

bearing from you. too. long Distance is
fast, friendly, and the cost is small.
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NEW INTEREST

WASHINGTON
— A Capitol
employe told a friend Wednesday
h- he just
couldn't understand why
e" his wife was so interested in the
00 shooting in the House Monday.
es
"She's never shown any interest
in politics before," he said.
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1., eii11111111
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. Right Now
the new shoe colors,
new

as a
shoe buying guide'
for the whole family
for Spring 1954

D HANDS AT LAST

serve

will

niced Press

patterns

are in your favorite
stores
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Your Murray Shoe Stores
carry the best lines of shoes
available

•

arms and hands ever designed Is
laloney In Honesdale, Pa. Cheryl
ow feels a new life has opened up
ig helpless she can write and do
st grade class. The arUficiai arms
r by doctors at Hasbrouck Heights,
(international Soundshoto

MURRAY
loins with the Shoe Retailers
of the nation in
simultaneously presenting
THE NEW IN SHOES
for Spring, 1954 ... to'reveal
hundreds of originals created by top
designers from a wealth of colorful materials:..
for every member of the family p..Scc
them now in your favorite score...

R SALE

62 acre farm, located half
I Kirksey, on the Kirksey
s farm has a 5 room house,
ric lights, a fine stock barn
smoke house, garage

and

located, good tobacco base
been limed and phosphated
acres south of the house.
d at once you may obtain
'he price is reasonable and
aged. If you want a nice
mid investigate this one at

Sp.ewedby
MI NATIONAL SHOE INSTITUTE

•

•

Tqw

11111.45-

In

Blue & Rod
88-88

ESTATE AGENCY

Bank Bldg.
Nite Phone 716

now...

t")

Fashion (;40efif. Time
AAA to B

while we have a complete selection of sizes and colors in the styles you love
•

choose
your wonderful
new spring

• 1.

Who
but Accent
gives you such lovely
flattery, such sleek fit at
such a little price? Come in now and be
delighted with all the many
exciting new fashions and
colors that are yours to choose
from in Accent shoes.

•

S 110eS

or"
Blue
Red
$8.95

Black
Black
Red
Benedictine
$9.95

Patent

hink of loved ones who are
ink of Long Distance. What a
lest- their voices again by

$9.95

Blue
Calf
$6.95

,nd how they will enjoy
n you, too. Long Distance is
f, and the cost is small.
I them today? Southern Bell
nd Telegraph Company.
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complete size ranges
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Nudest Of ShotFlattery
Pointing Way To Summer
II
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NEWBORN LLAMA AT NEW YORK ZOO

Feed Lawn in Siring as
Deep Frost Leaves Soil
When frost comes out of the
ground in the early spring, one
of the first garden tasks should
be to feed the lawn. There is a
stage in the thawing process
when the shrinking soil Is pet-to.
rated with small holes, which go
deep into the ground, producing
an effect often compared to a
honeycomb. Plant food applied
then is dissolved and carried
down to the grass roots more
quickly than at any other time.
A complete balanced plant food
should be spread evenly over the
turf, at the rate of 3 to 4 pounds
for each 100 square MM. At the
same Urn* perennial borders can
be given like treatment, since
honey-comb .oil gives the same
opportunity to deliver food directly to the root area of these plants.
Trees and shrubs also may be
fed with the main plant food applicatien of the season.

If you have a pretty foot and ankle the later spring and summer
shoes were made for yogi And even if you haven't these new shoe
fashions are designed to create that illusion. They're "The New .n
Shoes."
They're shells. they're skeletons, they're the nudest of the nude.
But so skillfully contrived that they actually fit. stay firmly on the
foot. and' stand much more wear than you would think.
. and offered in a bewildering variety
The sandal is the queen
of patterns
The Tactrap which staged a comeback last season is a leader. Mit
nbw handled much more subtly in more youthful patterns. The ankle
;strap. which all but di-appeared
is now shown in some of the
PreTtmatdesigns of the seesois. ---

Act of 'Heroism'

The halter strap is sell a big
but yielding place to
the asymmetlic "fluid- strae which
favorite,

leaves one side of the foot bare
and yet moors the shoe firndy in
place.
Wide open toes are tht rule.
No more peepholes revealing a
somewhat uncouth big toe peeping
out. tee - the whole front of the
vamp cut off in curved or asymmetric line as a setting ter beautifully pedicured feet. This new
trend. combined wit,l,. sheer ae
cause sandal stockist," chuuld be
a godsend for the cosmetics businese
They call them slings or spat..
these sandals that consist of nothing but a ,,de instep hand, a
strap. Sometimes the
sole and
spat idea is emphasized by button tier. or narrow lacing at the
side They manage to convey the
impression of a complete and
beautifully designed •tv.e while
affording the minimum a: coverage.
Among the nudeet is lee thee
line sling—two na:row heeds a.
an asymmetric strap, pleated an.
stitched
In black patent, pate
shades or bright pastels it's going
to look wonderful with year summer linens and prints.
Another halter sling has side
sections of leather cesteht Witte
an ornament on the vamp and
held on by a halter strap Minin: um shoe, maximum chic!
'The offside T-strap is the newest
version of this revived fashion
with twisted 'leather strap fastened
to one side of the vamp to follow that all important lied line
Vh hieh Ts as important in c-alturnee
da it is in shoots.
As *bran w4litaier ceitfire at:
white, natural arid
pale beig•
shades will be important in tie
wide open sandal types. tor *ear
with everything And there will
be a riot of pale pastels ar shock
cniors ta- go - earth everything The
nude. patent :andel is a godsend
In any wardrobe.

PERFECT EXAMPLES et eve,ything nice in the way of .;eroes for
girls this spring, as shown above.
top to bottersa navy blue suede
with bright red calf leather throat:
two strap play shoe in smooth
red calf highlighted with sedate
stitching. and semi wedge dress
up pump of navy blue and swhtte
in calf and kid Handbags are
seddle leather and -cowhide. Photo
by Leather Industries of America.
- —

met

of "sublime heroism"
wee the way Pedro Albizu
Campos (above) described the
shooting of five U. S. congressmen by four Puerto Ricans in
Washington. Campos U leader
of the Puerto Rican Independence party, and was only recently released from jaiL He
male
the statement in San
(latersationesei
Juan

VICE PRESIDENT Richard Nixon and Mrs Eleanor Rnoseveit chat
in tot asnington at Conference on U S Responsibility for Sa Laid
Leadership The conference is a project of the American Association for the United Nations.
linteract•oneta gossisigohoto,

zt.,

Commercial plant foods have
an effect on plant growth when
soil temperatures are still low;
organic materials such as manure. sludge, and the like, must
first be broken down by bacteria
which do not become active until
the soil warms up.
Seed to repair thin or bare
spaces in the lawn can be 'own
on honey-comb soil; and will find
cover without the top dressing
which would be needed later. The
making of new lawns should wait
until the soil dries out sufficiently
to be worked.

tni UNNAMED baby llama, born Feb. 19, and his mother, Perky,
make their first public appearance together at the Central Park Zoo
in New York. The youngster is white and woolly flecked with brown.

Alternate freezing and thawing
in the spring shrinks and expends
the soil, creating a heaving action which may push lawn turf
upwards oet of contact with the
ground beneath it. 1,1 this is not
corrected the sod may dry out
and che. The remedy is to roll
the lawn with a light roller, just
heavy enough to press the sod
back in contact with the soil. Qo
not attempt this while the sod is
wee but wait until it has dried out
sufficiently.
Rolling with too heavy a roller
or while the soil Is wet may compact it so that the free entry or
air and water is prevented. Grass
roots cannot function without
either. Notice how vigorously
grass will grow In the flower border, where is Is not wanted while --.-------you may have a difficult time to
persuade it to cover a bare .pot
in the lawn. Excessive compaction of the latter is likely to be

.f• g
peal
en. .1
ant ri
ern
ever
e fat

udint.
or

tbs reason.

Rolling should not be used to
make the lawn level. The right
way to reduce • high spot Is to
take up the sod, remove excess
soil, rake level and replace the
sod A low spot should be filled In
with soil applied beneath the sod,
which is first lifted, then replaced.
Cultivation of lawns to loosen
the soil and allow air and water
to reach the roots requires special tools. Everything should be
done by the home owner to avoid
need for them.

e Trial
Si

Alw
Murray Stores
__for

MEN INUMIR ./41111. 24. former Clevdlend tadostrtal worksr. Is on trial In Greensburg,
Pa_. accused of first degree. murder M the killing of two truck
drivers while they slept in cabs
of their trucks along the Pennsylvania turnpike 30 miles east
of Pittsburgh State police from-.
Ohio and Naar Mexico are included among tne prosecution
//alcesational/
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MESHING IN WITH FASHION
come\ the airy combination ol
blue smooth leather and Mu,
knitted nylon in a side gore pat•
tern on a medium round toe lasted -I ;!
,a d
-a! •

1
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This Space Contributed By The Daily
lag

Ledger And Times Who Believes In.
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Shopping it Home

Jaunty indeed are the new spring shoes for men, witness
this smart combination of the classic with the casual in
a town slip-on of brown alligator *id suede in U vamu
design with stitched sole.
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thbons Lure Men

treat Increase in platform
pee is poled in leisure ?hoes for
en. Mcrae who have worn them
ant More. Men who haven't worn
eitt want to try them. They are
every shoe shop for spring, and
faVorite types are plain toes,
udguaid,s and moccasins.
or the younger man white or

‘te freezing and thawing
wria
spring shrieks and expands
AL creating • heaving acwhich may push lawn turf
rds out of contact with the
d beneath it. If this is not
:fed the sod may dry out
lie. The remedy is to roll
wn with a light roller, just
, enough to press the sod
In contact with the soil. lylo
thimpt this while the sod is
out wait until It has dried out

TIP ON MTINO

In choosing footwear for teenagers, their parents and the men
who sell them shoes should be
educated to the fact that bones of
the foot do not harden until a person is in his early twenties

In a properly fitted shoe there
should be space in the toe to allow
for elongation of the foot while in
motion to permit Weir to function
without restraint or pressore.

some ten years. longer.
very

readily

A teen-ager can
lay up all kinds of discomfort and
even illness for himself and in
.later life if he misusgk his feet in
their, adolescent stage,

tivation of lawns to loosest
ill and allow air and water
sch the roots requires speools. Everything should be
by the home owner to avoid
for therm

ikokATIVE TOUCHES IN CONTRASTING COLORS
n '1mi:instep strap shoes for little girls this Spring prent straw smart combinations. Included left to right
are navy suede with bright red; polished brown calf
't41 pale beige, and sparkling black patent with white.

Red Remains Tried
And True Favorite

Elegant Flats With City
Flair -- New For Spring

Teen-Agers Bones
Require Attention
In Choosing Shoes

bright platforms have appeaL _Ant
dark or matching platforms are a
feature for all ages.

• The National Shoe Institute says
that the ,artilage in the foot continues to harden until a boy or
girl is 13 err 14, but the bones take

ling with too heavy a roller
ile the soil is wet may coin.
it so that the free entry of
4 water is prevented. Grass
Cannot function without
Notic• how vigorously
will grow in the flower borrhere is Is net wanted while
lay have • difficell titTle to
ad. It to cover • bare spot
I lawn. Excessive compacd the latter is likely to be
aeon.
ling should not be used to
the lawn level. The right
to reduce • high spot is to
up the sod, remove excess
rake level and replace the
1 low spot should be filled In
mfl applied beneath the sod,
ill first lifted, then re-
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When skirts go higher, heels go lower Latest development for
spring is the emergence of the flat as a real town shoe.
Once again, grown-ups borrow a fashion from teen agers, just as
they did in the rase of Separates.
Separates became the leading factor in school and college wardrobes -so practical so changeable, so adaptable. Now mothers buy
separates for at-home tear, for sports, fur cocktail and dirner costumes.
SO it is with flats. Shoe retailers found that mothers first borrowed
-their daughters' flats for casual wear, and having tested their' corngOrt proceeded to buy their own.
eSigners sensed, the trend and in• ture of spring fashions. They make
addition to making play and sports use of glove soft leathers. alligator,
shoes, started to style flats for grained leathers, calf and suede.
ty wear.
A typical example is a twodoes
TOES THE MARK
.• AmOng them are soma of the
flat of paler tone rising in
this pair of pumps with,the lerartest. most sophisticated shoes tone
square tongue erect on he inflavor of Spain matching Vor the spring and summer sea- step, handstitching and narrow
the new casual clothes. In son. They look slim and elegant string tie give a feminina touch.
glowing kid leather, sheer 'on the foot. They're divinely com- —Very. smart is a fiat of polishluxury suede, gay denijn fortable. And they are in complete ed pine calf, with pleated tongue
Accord with the new shorter skirts
and sailcloth.
held in place by a side buckle
in.spring suits and dresse.:
This is a moccasin type, alstrap.
Tie treatments are favorites. Also handstitched. Severe and chic
higher .cuts on the instep, givis a plain tje oxford of brown
ing an effect of more shoe. Somesuede, cut high on the instep and
times a strap or pleated. buckle
very long and slim in the vamp.
effect emphasizes this hirher line.
For more formal wear, black
Some of' the outstanding de!latent is the big favorite sometha
for
cleated.
been
signs have
times in cutout effect, sometimes
town tweeds, an important teawith contrasting trim of white or
parchment leather. Black polished
leather also subscribes to the fashion for dark shoes A Rh pale

Smart ,women have discovered
to their satisfaction that red is the
tried and true colior that goes
with everything, and does a lot to
pep up a tired outfit.
There are two reds for spring
and summer. The brilliant Basque
red in kidskin, the sharp accent
for summer cottons, linens and
prints. And the deeper, richer,
cherry red in polished calf or reptile which is smart with classic
blacks, browns and nay:es and
with the new pale tones and more
subtle tweeds.
The polished leathers have it in
red, for it is the glow that makes
the shoe.

RICH BROWN LEATHER uppers
are enlivened by hard-to-soil and
easy to clean white moccasin toe
an sturdy spring shoe that mother
will welcome for little Men

costtun es.
And navy red and the paler
tan calfskins ale also being highly
styled for city wear.

LACED MODELS WITH MESH
bring interesting styling to the
men's field this spring. Here is a
black and white sharkskin nylon
LEATHERS arc ieL,combining with brown buck in a N/EW 'SOFT
this year, in a
spring
for
tured
cxford.
spectator
smart U wing
rich brown shade on the shoe illustrated above. This model which
combines mudguard with side gore
will stimulate considerable interest feom men interested iii popular slip-ens.

Younger Looking

THE LONG U TIP IS TOPS for
this 1..pring as shown in this handsome shoe for men. Of tan boarded calf, this blucher madel also
may be had in lalack.

Polished leathers, rraincd leathers and reptiles offer a wide
choice in the new young-looking
shoe designs. Browns aid cordovans the favorites with some black
and navy blue. If you wear suede
it should ba plain tip, no perforations, severely styled.
Save those rugged loafers. shirred and fringed and stitched ar.d
tied, for happy

DRAMA AMONG NEW IN SHOES FOR SPRING brings
combinations of textures and colors, as in this classic
opera pump in pale pink lizard. The teardrop, cut-oul.
insert on the vamp is topped by a button-on tab. Photo
1,v Leather Indlqtrie4 of America.
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eaterreet ise GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

V

are the whimsicaL
AS MAR 11 AS THE TAPERED PANTS THAT INSPIRED THEM in spirit as well
ly designed, gaily bedecked slippers awaiting gals who are young year. Above is
comfort this
as years, for a Spring and Summer seasonof glamorous
to choose..
which
from
fashions
of
checkerboard
full
just a part of the

GRADE SC'HOtit rADS'ieir1 look
their jaunty best in this soft -and
wearable shde. a .dastrittg two eyelet moccasin style in nooked elk
with a brim n cellular eri pe sole.

FOR :THETWOMAN LOOKING FOR BEAUTY AS WELL AS COMFORT

-•

es

BEAUTIFUL SHOES WITH A MADE -TO-MEASURE FIT

Y goose
PBed
From
$3.95 to $6.95
According to style
and size

All you me Is smartness...but the feel Is a sweet surprise. Ilecauee
Natural Poim Shoos, with all their fashion-trim flattery, give you a
unique combination of comfort extras. Made over the Dimensional
Equalizer Lost, they rd as if they were patterned after your own two foot

spo
, i
"Where Shoes Are Cheaper By The Dozen"

flex with such freedom...and with cushioned insoles for buoyant waking ease.
Choose Natural Poise in Spring's newest colors, in fine, supple calfskins...
detailed to look much more expensive, they're value-priced at only

U.
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MEN'S NUNN BUSH
Scotch grain. wing tip
$17.95

LADIES
. Wick ar
Deem
ss sandals. ter*
bronze calf. $iatt AAA to B.
111.95

S
MEN'

Lie!

ne
It
LI

54

Oar

OA

VA AANIAA

•

•

Ii
MEN'S NUNN arsir
Scotch grain. plain toe
$17.95

IC)'

LADIE8 VETATITT
*1gb heel
FkilleW be
AAA
15
. Slz
$C11C
larette
PmIP
••

_.

MEN'S NUNN BUSH
U-Wing. Scotch grain
$14.95

•
talaSel kegl. eatended
oats. Nanetie, tropic, tan or
black calf. AAI. B
$19.95
LAME' A,
Plisup, high
red or flight blue calf. Size
to E.
$19.95

LA

MEN'S NUNN BUSH
Moccasin tee, cordovan. or tan
cal
$19-95
MEN'S NUNN BUSH
Brown calf. wing tip
516.95

•

arumntsb. RldWal. Meat blur
Inesh and calf. She AAA to a
VOA

MEN'S NUNS BUSH
Freisch toe
$13.95

NATURAL aatii)GE
nigh /tel. blue calf with white
trim. Sim AA-B-C.
......
99.95

MEN'S NUNN BUSH
Cap i.e. black calf
$16.95

NATURAL BRIDGE
High hoe), nylon pomp, while
ate* with brown calf tdm
Brown Mad w hit* mesh with
brown calf trim. Size AA.15.
$3.35
-NATURAL BRIDGE
NIA high heel pump. She
AAA to &
19.95

MEN'S NUNS BUSH
Kid leather, cap tog
$15.95
MEN'S NUNS BUSH
Cap is.. black calf
$15.95
WEYENBERG
Massagie, air cushions.. Straight
tip and French toe
$13.95

ET
ed
rut
one

zAà11141,DGE

slipfavc

nee or, roil calf
dirt
heel. extended pair% itli
pia

NArt. R AL BRIDGE
Mt
t ap toe. leather sole and
rubber heel
$10 95

ntinue
Shoe
- -

AAA -13

an calf pumps. Size
59-95

MEN'S NATURAL BRIDGE

MEN'S NATURAL BRIDGE
Fiala toe, crepe sole
1
$3.95

NA
k kid strap, usedfern
oiL Size A-C
5ivelhor
P.95

MEN'S NATURAL BRIDGE
Oxford, plain toe, black or
brown
$995

TrALrrT
%itaiity pomp, walking
red, blue or brown

NATURAL. BRIDGE
loafer, crepe sale
$3.95

heel,

+-v..- •
REPTILE -PUMPS
Red 01 brown. Birk or mg:dints
heel
11.95
AIRS
ivuibirs
LA
Medium hgel black, red
and black palest
$7.35
al
LADIES EITRAP rustra
Red. bias or black
F7-95

MEN'S NATURAL BRIDGE
Black and %%hits, saddle oxford
ELIO
MEN'S N AT URAL BRIDGE
White Beck Oaford
Mk.
MEN'S NATI. RAL BRIDGE
Blue Suede Oxford
$339

LINEN Pi MPS
Ladles high heel pumps in black
broo n or blue with a bite trim
$5.95
_
ITTALITY
robre Panama And taffy tone
.
alas In Wide flight blue and
while taiserlant in high heel
wedge

mAsiLaamr
Black o ing Up oxford
$195
---'11 NS MASTERMIT
Broo n cap tee
1735

siM

MEN'S MAIITIEBBELT
U-Wing, light tan with black
trim
PSI

ed kratrgano black
(rattle ilad
$E15

MEN'S MAS
igitown
iit
Oxford. smoked ll
trim, crepe mils
$7.56

yrrAY...m.
i (fa tame. WiseBei Mad
ita
canyon tan. Low heel
?Ire
SE-95

Eterti

MEN s MASTERBILT
Moccasin We ataltstil
ELS

$795

SWEETBRIAR FLATS
In yellow, beige, black, blue
and white. bile AA to B
$5.95
FLAX'S
Is elate hid leather In beige
red and taifyisne
115-95
MOCCASINS
In beige and white with sole
1245
FLATS
XAve heel. sling pumps In red
blue and black patent
$3.95
- LOAFERS
Thu. red,a beige and tan ytonr
- $5.95

2

{Tidy sling pump, wedge
rushed kid
$1.75

MEN'S BROWN LOAVES
$6.95

HOE
oquet
eason
n butt
ng.

FORTUNET
.1. Wedge heel
iind
.: atra.4.4
rat
e

OXFO-DS
VET
el. black kl leathMilitary
er. Also black and brown calf
fan

WEDGE
'Cherry red and, canyon tan

MEN'S MAATERBILT
Black {safer
,

FORTUN ET
Ilegh heel wedge strap sandal
smoke
$7.95

voldluarr
Flats and wedges, tn red. tad
and brava n
$7.95

HIGH HEEL PUMPS
y doll pumpa
Ladies
bab$595

MEN'S NATURAL NUDGE
Black or broa n kid leather
o•ford
$3.99

.111efge and '
"
%ligliVeel
taffy Was sling pumps
17.95

MEN'. OEN OiltDb
Smoked. crepe sole
$5.96

---j9A-1litAL BRIDGE
Black kid tie, military heel and
arch support
111.95
MOCCASINS
WON sole. Week. taffytone, and
bite
$395

MOCCASIN OX.)DADS
Men s, brown, crepe sole
ESA

rw,

NATI.

Black nurses oido
tot

MEN'S LOAFERS
Smoked color
$6.35

a sire AA

$1195

41.1

ea.

Ob.

DLE OX)'
Egir cid area. Plain aster
etrsiat
$2.95 sad $4.95

NATURAL BRIDGE
White nurses oxfords in wedge
heel

$7.95
BOYS
and 11$10
widths

SWEETBRIAR
n toe
Black a nal brown.
arch supporta, walking heel.
AA to D
$0.115
In while buck, foam rubber

ter
$2.95

bolt.

$595
liabidal STRAPS
eatent Rid Nylon meek
$395

F7OVFORDS
8ADDITBlack and white, tan and shlte
$5.95

ATENT STRAPS
For misses and childrea.: Red
Riding Hood
14,95

MOCCASINS
Son Bole, beige, red and white
$2.95
-CHILDREN'S MOCCASINS
Sole and solelem
$2.95
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'MURDERED' GIRL SHOWS UP

Grey Strikes
Footnote

Color Tones
New Casual
For Sports

FOOT CURS
Each pair of feet developer lit
ferently. One person's shaes wil
not fit another's feet, eopecioli
if they have been worn by th•
first person for any length of
time.

darker tone, handled mare delicately, in a narrow band of scolloped suede, an underlay, or a
piping or binding of black or a
deeper tone of brown.
The beige to brown family is
definitely the favorite in these
Little girls like grey flannel
highly styled city spectators, with
HOME CARS OF SICK
coats and suits for Easter mornneutral honcns for advance fashion going
cool
lighter, and
and tie
closed
licately styled
TAUGHT HOMEMAKERS
note
new
a
strikes
grey
and
ing.
to the paler tones.
-dosed pumps for wear with browns are exceedingly smart.
Gunmetal
footgear.
spring
in
Homemakers in Webster county.
Bridging the Gap
In other years these colors have
impoatant dressmaker suits
Yes, men can go all out for a
patent is being shown, reflecting who have completed a series of
For the woman who wants a
the big fashion news in white-a narrow piping, a little
splash of color in those week-end
the trend in grown up shoe fash- three lessons'on home ca:e of the
bow, cording or stitching. This smart street shoe that will bridge
casuals. In addigion to color, from
for this spring.
ons.
gap
the
between
sick, are enthusiastic about the
the
early
closed
effect
two-tone
popular
the
year
with
navy,
look
aew
and
grey
seasand to.
y get a brand
Balenciaga and grey suede one- practical information given them.
and
for
later
types
the
Easter
"wide
boldly.
handeled
more
is
manuin,
bright shados thrown
e season as rising hemlines
traps with scalloped cut out inMary 0. Morris, home
The trimming is part of the open shoes which will follow
the need for more decorafacturers 'of shoes for the male in tep straps are adult looking pat- says Mrs.
demonstration agent with the Uniopen
closed
vamp,
there
the
is
effect
shoe giving a very modern
treatment of footwear.
all price ranges are makina clever ems for the younger set.
versity of Kentucky. fdrr Lathan
y point to the mode that of design. And white trimming back sandal which is one of the
use of detailing to give these leisNew, too, genuine lizard in incounty health nurse, was
be dominant for Easter and In many cases has given way to prettiest shoe fashions wave had
ure-time shoes a fresh new look steps and ankle strap slippers, the Peterson,
in charge of the meeting
hint of fashions that will pre- the new pale off-whites and beiges in a decade.
for spring and summer.
avorite colors being blue, tan and
information given included
In front it's a slim pointed closlater for the summer when which are more subtle in combi•The
These are decorated with a
as: importance of a
take a new ver- ed.
example
points
For
air
such
tailored
an
vamp
of
ed
with
shades.
dark
with
nation
to
rise
will
shoes
open
de
my bow at the throat. Even more
tie with throng
medicine cabinet.
ghillie
the
of
sion
d
is
well-arrange
open
back
wide
elegance.
The
go
which
colors
the
are
These
popularity.
sophisticated is the sling pump in
lace in tan shag leathe: with
how to recognize and treat shock.
is, whether high or medium by such names as parchment, in a sling, a halter back or one
black suede with black smooth
bright red crepe rubber sole. Or
the location of the six met presnew
fluid
asymmetric
Elifnmer and more graceful cashmere, cameo, panama polish- of the
leather vamp pinked in red.
for stopping arterial
a similar type with instep buckle
Spring. The silhouette is long. ed pine, polar bear etc. etc. They straps. It's delicate, feminine, new
Decorations are in order on sure points
gtrap and platform crepe sole.
bleeding, treatment of burns, how
And color, in terms of pale are all off.white in various degrees and prepared to go right an into
girl's shoes.
and take tems offmtUng dark hues, lend of depth, and the way n which warm weather.
Colored nailheads, tassels and to give a back rub
Yellow promises to be .1 popular
peratures, and how to keep reA new angle on the zed shoe
the
of
some
trim
bells
little
even
smartest of all of the delight- they are handled with the darker
favorite for the sports shoe. A
designs. Big bows are cords of symptoms. The reasons
base shade of the thoe is new and story for spring is the combination
new touches.
slip-on of soft yellow glove leather new spring
in
effecwith
leathers
red
dark
of
back, as they are in wo- will be passed on to club memdifferent.
,1111aek More haportant
with navy trim has a strip of .gor-. coming
dress shoe fashions. Large bers by the 30 leaders who attendOften the greatei part of the tive shoe styles for wear with
is more im portsnt than
ing on each side for fit and a cus- men's
peaked leather bows are piped in ed the training schools.
is spring-black patent and vamp la made of the pale time, tweeds, flannels and fleeces for
hion sole for comfort.
white, and curved high eidina
polished calf. Navy is a lit- shirred pleated • or plain, with lest, formal town weal. The narsquare toe pump, which
just a shell of the basic shoe color. rowed
Grey has become a hign fashion toniues are other fashion treatOr It may be a half and half vamp many women like for spectator
Color' in meras casual shoes, alone ments.
POUCI QUESTION Gene Vincent Saramone in effort to learn why
Combinations of materials such
grey
or a vamp of one color and the wear, lends itself parUculerly weU
A
combinations.
or in
he told them a month before that he murciered 17-yyar-old Juanita
backs
to combinations of leather.
back of the other.
Nauer (right) and threw her body• in to the Pacific 'near Los
shrunken grain leather is combin- as genuine or lizard print
vamps are
A panel of red on the vamp of
Angeles. At news of the month-long search for her body, she
Real Attention Getters
ed with navy suede in a smart with smooth leather
practical.
appeared at Loa Angeles police headquarters to indignantly face
Since skirts are definitely short- • the shoe, extending down to cover
handstitahed six eyelet oxford for both smart and
all
Nylon mesh looks new in lacy
Salamone and tell police her own stury, that the ran away from
er, shoe designers have taken ad- the square toe, is an effective
country wear.
with multicolor embroidher San Leandro, Calif . tooter home, hitched a ride with Salaventage of the situation to create touch on shoes of polished black,
Seas.rid, the new pale tint, fol- patterns
ery.
21.
movie
a
Jan.
in
him
left
iiiiiarriaaturtar
and
navy,
mone
SounalPhoto)
or
This
taupe
oxford
grey.
getters
really outstanding attention
lows the trend Int lighter foot
For the boys. such combinations
permits the carrying of a ied bag
in spring shoe fashions.
wear for both men and women.
beand
goes
now
as canyon sand with rust glow
am
tory
I
ial
With these two-tone shces eight to add another spot of color to
This is used in allover effects or
polished leathers smartens up the
iret.*ith the same malady of in- in
button gloves in pale leathers to the ensemble.
combinations. As for instance,
always popular saddle oxford.
nation. Never have I yet learned
match the trim, and bag to match
a two-eyelet plain toe blucher of
Copying his father he likes
the source of the unfortunate cat's
the basic color of the shoa make a
seasand soft leather with bright
lightweight nylon mesh shoes in
fatal curiosity, but my curiosity
very nice threesome in suit acMARCH 4, 1954
navy trim and synthetic crepe
navy, beige or brown with matchtrouble springs from the recent
Good luck and bad luck chanced
cessories.
sole,
ing or contrasting leather trim.
discovery of a small petrified
to
and
simultaneously
meet
mingle,
Supplemehting the voirue for
Another version of me two-tone
Also, for later in the season,
animal skull that, so far, defies
envolvingly rolling itself into one
high shades is the curren, fashion tan, navy or black smooth leather
shoe matches the mood of a town
PHiLADELisHIA (Ift- The child and the same during an eventful imagination as to what animal
tweed for the important spring of today scampering around the
it could once have been a part of I for black and white in men's sport with white or natural mesh.
the clofted playground with carefree feet may occurrence last week on a stock Not unlikely, it was once the head I shoes. This includes the z'll-white
'TASSELED MOCCASIN of costume. Here again
CRISP STRAW WEAVES will be with the new be the foot sore adult of tomorrow, titian of Smithiand, Ky., owned by et a beautiful animal, but its shoe, the all-black shoe and the
FOR FOOT HEALTH
'shed black with leather sole! pump is a favorite
prominent among "The New in
leather heel. according to Dr. Charles Kraus,,. Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Cothran of weather bleached skull of stoney one that combines both, as fat
rubber heel as shown above stacked or built up
Srnithland town and operated by
and Easter
polishid.
for healthy feet I. Shoes" for this spring
appearance surely presents a arue- instance. a white buck oxford with
head of the children's foot clinic, their son and his wile ,
exercise
Best
one of the increastriglv popu-1 slimmer and highly
Mr. and
tight at this day and, age platform, lacing and collar of walking, walking, walking-with as in the instance of this. pair in
some
The newest of these shoes are in Temple University.
slip-on models will be a reignMrs. Ned Cothron of the Smith•
navy blue with _ship, ol white
Especially so atop the wardrobe of black.
"Three-fourths of the pupils in land farm.
toes straight ahead and oody held
favorite this spring. And black the pale anilines, in the honey.
pearl lustre above the tfitilhon.ably
kept ;
have
I
by
where
room,
suspended
living
my
school
were
in
discovered
one
shoes
were
you
shades.
thouph
pine
polished
or
ginger
as
Minikes strong among The New
Triplet calves were born to a
p
perfect toe.
determination
of
iespection
to
sizes
for
from
too
three
one-half
it
a
hair.
Is
leather
back
contrasting
Here the
your
Shoes" for, men.
heifer cow on this stock farm of
ure
stnall," he iaid. -Yet only one
since finding it Saturday on Kirks z
faced
birth,
stock.
white
howStill
Ridge near my house. To dates
child complained that his feet
ever was the fate if the three fully successf u I
to
as
determ in:.tion
hurt."
calf
'matured
triplet&
The pliability of a child's bone
what anireal owned the skull has
- le It,
.
.-1-1- angNeleew $111.111-4111911116h reAribisis thaa egicaaal.stolsk With i•efi 'fil4it. ilenkle liV insufficient arch-r",-*
Yes white. Pure white. And not'l .
hia feet painlessly out of shape, a freakish nature occurring on the tological ksioviledge. but there is
Krausz explained. But when he Cothron farm in the past decade. an old adage which -says. "Never I in old lady shoes but in models
that ar s highly styled, young and
grows up, he will pay the price in A freak colt, that lived to bring raise the curiosity of a woman.your fresh, coolest arizi prettiest of (aswide publicity was once born 711likalla Chatterbox for
sore feet and bad posture.
compliment in 1st weeki coluniii hiens for summer cottons, linens
Children's feet need constant there
Incidentally. -Mr and Mrs. HT. Of Down Concord Way. Why don't and sheers,
attention," he said in a report to
Naked strap sandals on slim
the American Foot Care Iniaituui, Cothron are the parents-in-law'of you siarnetime write' me a personal
Inc. -Right now, for instance, a the Casual Observer
letter, I'd be glad to get accniamt- high curved heels are big favoid the day of Good ed. My address is Mrs. Jewel rites. They
Who
.may be white kidskin,
child probably has outgrown the
--white .linen. suede or
shoes you bought him in the fall." Samaritay is past and !owe, A Cothelbn, Murray, Kentucky, Route
,_U'
henintroducing
Iterati-iroa.desder,
w cloth. In any even, they're
The foot din* recommends allIr
,t •-Pinter.
-Mr
irs;
self
Tame
-rdi
- eVerYtWie wear,
Teailier-oFseies
sOiderweb iaTieWiTe Oirea-iihraer• '
sneakers only for short play pa. to the trails end of the kirks
of pale beige nylon sandal sta •
rinds on grass or gymnasium Ridge' district. incpwing the presings, a fragile frame of flattery
floors. It also advises that children ent where-abouts or the unfortunshould
i
tr
:
of stoak
The efoot 1111"
wash their feet daily, wear freah_inte Mr. Lassiter and family, WhO long enough . to extend possibly 1 Straps take all sorts of new and.
socks each day and do simple foot were left homeless during the an inch beyond the longest toe for exciting designs. For instance, slim
past December by a burn out.
New Color Note Plus Styling is reflected from
'
exercises.
more comfort aod better fit of strips of whiteao kidskin set .• Striking
Mr Fisher, a carpentea by trade.
-Don't be misled by a sales
grey suede with gunmetal calf mudguard and trim
this
'
Ii:.
straight
than
rather
curved,
shoes.
HOE FASHION ON HALF SHELL, half demure, half clerk who tells you a child's shoe wished to meet Mr. Lassiter and
in a new two-eyelet blucher for either town or casual
with white nailheads at each fa
oquette, here's bewitching foot flattery for the coming 'just needs 'breaking in' to feel offer a donation of free carpentry
wear.
tening.
Kraust. work in helping to rebuild the
warned
eason to make the most of a well turned ankle. Comes Icomfortable."
home.
Lassiter
'broken
in'
be
to
linhave
that
"Shoes
n buttery soft aniline leather with barefoot leather
More news. Mr Fisher and famare forerunners of foot ailments."
ng.
ily are new residents of the Ledbetter Community
The Ledbetter church hews to
date includes the newsy bit of the
Rev. R. Noels again being !pastor
at this long, long, established
Style "A"
church of Missionary Baptist faith
standing atop a large hill ic a
$1.98
beautiful wooded district of the.
rural community Ledbetter. located on the east side of Murray.
Mr. Charles Donhum. a soldiei
Fort Campbell. preached
the Ledbetter congregation on.
Sabbath during February upoi rimiest by pastor Noels.
hear Mr. and Mrs. Erie Ellis
M.:NV VEli.:_ilt/N ()I
of Murray are again helninA to
st,i, "iv
make up the attendance at Led- the smart
sandal with a
S•
better church.
medium heel and cushiony
Young Paul Wayne Cols-m of platform for Spring 1954
the eastside suffered a cold infecto make walking heavenly.
tion last week necessitating
straps and
Note dainty
cal attention.
furnish
Great curiosity killed a cat. gentle curves to
once upon a time, so the proverb- foot 'flattery.

old Two Tone Effects Are
atured In Ladies Shoes

1 Here & Yonder

Fit Children's
Feet Carefully
Says Expert

•

wh
ite Coming
To Front For Wear
With Fresh Cotton

.
a
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or.

for Spring!

DLE OXF
tn. Plain *eke'

IN TWO LOW-PRICE GROUPS

55 and $4.55
BOYS
sad plate
V.IOU

6

•

reFt1
11.111

iblittd STRAPS
nt

ll040 Cht‘'
I

All styles are exactly as shown. Choose from gen-

.115Nylon mesh
Style "C"

TENT STRAPS
es and children. !Led
sod
MI5

$1.98

uine leathers. leatherettes and patents. Some styles
are cushioned with foam rubber. Complete range
of sizes .... 4 to 9.
"A"-Black, blue and red.
"B" - Stack patent, red,
beige. tan.
•
"C"-Tan, beige, multicolor.

.4ANTS

r

0_01S r.

"0"-Belpe. tan, red, sand.
blue,
- Black, pearl
beige-tan.
"F"-Red and multicolor.

(oiler time's dress-up time

ond your kiddies will step
OW in front with bright, new,
long wearing Weather-Bird
Shoes. What's more, your
Easter budget will go farther,
OUI complete

Style "0"

$2.96

ack

Pick

Exciting, New

too See

Style "E"

selection of children's shoes.

$2.98

All sires
end widths

$3.95 to $6.95
according to sizes
and styles

Family

OUTSTANDING EXAMPLE OF DAINTILY FEMININE
i new footwear is this curvaceous pump with low cut Glenn C. Wooden,
' vamp, slender heel, antifashionable white stitching to
ftle !Tiring, erserri,!
edri ij brivht m.,tp
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Shoes Sans
Laces Rate
Male Favor

Casuals Play
Star. Role In
New Shoes

OPNIN•••••••

THE LEDGEit & 1411iltS, MU1tItA, kgNVICKY

Grey Means Spring
Though Brown, Red
Beige Rate Favor

Fabrics Are
Starring In
Shoe Styles

Grey is particularly god with
the grey costume, which is putting up a good fight to maintain
its prestige against the great wave
of fashion publicity for beiges and
You'll never atop with one parrThe laceless shoe soars to the
The great trend toward lighter
browns.
front for peak popularity this ot the casual shoes that are tenmore delicate. footwear gives addAfter all, grey ineaess spring, and
spring as runner among boys of ting in their appearance for spring
ed interest to straw and fabric
all ages---from the kindergarten arid summer indoor and outdoor thia year there are three good shoes
for warm weather wear.
greys. The dark oxford persists.
set to the brass hats of big busi- wear.
Linen has been with us a lone
after
a
Bright
winter
shining
stars
of
neat Their ease, comfort, excelfashion success.
of foottime. But women continue to like
lent fit and perfect styling have wear design. they make the sim- The pale grey is again a besic
it especially in the classic pump or
plest
costume
Easter
a conversation piece.
color. And the medium
endeared these smart shoes to
"Imagination Unlimited'• is their grey is the spring fashion that sandal which may be dyed to
every member of the male animal
match any costume It's not at all
motto Fantastic combinations. New goes on forever.
kingdom
unusual for a woman to order
Women who like the extreme
The tassel moccasin IC a favorite materials and colors,
them keyed to her late snring 'and
Best of all. good sound con- will try
among the slip-on types
the effect of the pale tan summer
But
outfits.
struction with leather sulea, specthere are some interestinsz
anilines with these grey costumes.
"
w tro heels. some with rubbea
Watch
for the new nasturtium
moccasin treatments for the corr.But after all, there's nothirig like a
serts. a shoe that feeLs wonderful
in spring season.
shoe and a bag of polished red shades, a hot orange, a sun yelon your foot and will do with
leather to give that spring feeling low, a stem green, white natural
Take for instance a smart ver- considerabl
e a-ear and tear as
to a 'cloy costume suit, with the pastels or prints.
sion of the Norwegian moccasion well.
in polished leather, with metal
added
Linen Is News
advantage that the red shoe
Black
bright red. nays, and
The real news in linen, in the
is today a year-around basic fasrings circling the instep strap in white and natural
are basiz colors.
more expensive brackets
place of the tassel. And from
is a
In addition to these brown and hion
London comes a new interpreja- deep
handsome texture, allover embroicharcoal are favorites And
lion
the kiltie moccasin anth luscious pastels
dered
with
small Mowers and
include the newly as good old denim have been
fringed tongu,. either rising high smart
turquoise. avocado green. shined up with frosted beads and leaves. Smartest color in this,
on the instep. or posed straight bright
yellow watermeloai or Jahn spray embroidery to take -a front pale sand beige with, white emsena, in the new square throat- pinks, sun
row seat art foot fashions.. Sail- broidery—literally a go-with-evyellow and orange.
Such breed and butter fabrics cloth is another sturdy fabras. erything shoe.
Aniline., in pale wood and rusnow. glamorized forpatio or party
This same color scheme 'show.
set tones are mare important than r••••••••••••••••••••••••-5--- •••••••••••,,•••••1191
wear
up in another shoe fabric—a finely
•
•
•
last staring and featured in a wide
Startling contrasts are in order, ribbed cotton in greige with nar•
variety of laceless shoe fashions.
such as shag suedes bedewed with row white stripes about a half
Often a contrasting piping sets off
sparkling rhinestones Silk chan- inch apart. Very modern in feelthe pattern of the shoe
ting and linen, smart witlf your ing, very slenderizing on the foot
White is coming into the picdress-up separates, also go in
Imported straws and st.sw braids
ture—white in heavy linen crash.
heavily for jewelled trim. Imagine in natural color alone or combinand buck. alone or in combinathe humble sneaker glorified in a ed with briniest shades continue
tion with black
tan or navy
leopard print. cotton with shiny to be used for patio and play
leathers. There is a bit comeback
black patent binding and laces.
wear. More practical for day lane
in the brows and white and black
Smooth leathers and glove-soft use are the shoes made af strav
and white dem
which has an
;rain leathers are more simply cloth woven of rayon yarn importentirely new look in tactless patstyled for practical wear, but add ed from Switzerland. They Sr'
terns
that 1954 dash of spice wan start- smooth, or in simulated sat a ,...
Colorwise, combinations af grey,
ling lining of giddy checked or weave. They are _sturdy and holei
blue and brown in suede and calf
striped cat!, is
their shape, and they come in
promise to be important

MONDAY, MARCH 8, 1054

white, natural and • wide variety early, in black
and navy with
REAL HEADACHE
of charming actors.
"Well," snapped the judge, 'you
wiala__hlack brown or navy. CornFavorites again are tne white Eastear• and early
are going to have entailer one
spring o\itlits.
SINGAPORE it
Gala
Al
Hoe
and minaret, oft, n combired with Theer rie ws is in the
petit-ins which a Chinese, told the city magistrate immediately."
bright red or pale tan polished are lacier, more
He fined him 541 malayan dollars
elaborate, used he didn't show up in court last
leather trim. For early wear they to give a delicate
air to shoes of week because he had a headache. $16.70 to U.S.
may be had in black, bright red suede, smooth leather
ort patent.
and navy. Some of thest straw
For casual shoes there ; a new
cloths are brilliantly embroidered.
two-tone knitted nylon mesh with
very attractive in sandal types.
closely woven pattern In white,
Paisley prints have staged a bined with matching
leathers it
big
comeback
in dresses and goes well with sports clothes.
blouses, and they make some of
Another early comer fir town
the most striking shoes for warm is
the shoe of shantung combined
weather wear, Leather trim often
with leather. This fabric, so popupicks up a color in the print— lar
in spring suits and dresses has
bright red or green. vivid yellow finally
been made firm enough to
or royal blue. Prints in the brown
stand the wear and tear of footand beige family are especially wear.
Its surface interest in consmart with trim of neutral brown trast
with heel and stripping at
leather.
polished black or navy leather, or
New Mesh Patterns
patent makes a shoe delicate, femMeshes aren's news, but women inine and pretty for the dress.
will wear them—and wear them maker ensemble

• UNDER QUESTIONING BY POLICE

RINGLEADER -NOT SORRY'

of

Reptile, genuine or imitation, is
well represented in the tow.) and
country slip-on types, with hornback lizard the favored grain.
For town wear there is 3
torn-type blucher moccasin, also
bluctiers with straight and wine
tips emulating the more formal
types of footgear These are smartest in the conventional black,
brown or navy leathers for wear
with flannels and tweeds '
The increasing popularity
of
die lacelesa shoe has been an inspiration to shoe designers -rad
manufacturers
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RAFAEL MIRANDA. 25, one of the four Puerto Ricans under arrest in the gunfire which struck five congressmen on the House
floor gestures in Washington police headquarters as he is questioned Beside min sits the alleged ringleader. Mrs. Lotita Le(friteariatioricii Suistutpholo)
Won. 34 years old.
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HAWAIIANS ASK 'STATEHOOD NOW'

Jan
Goar4
yin,
Polly
Ann
latond
man.
Robir
ran.
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si
&
t,

Pon A

LITI1-1 PRINCESS. silver
and gold embroidery and matching
penis put the tauch of tna orient
on pretty strap slippers May be
had also trimmed with riulticotor
Beau via embroidery.

talen
America's Favorite
a
Alm sot Wear for what I did. I want the law to punish us
as Long as Puerto Rico is not'a free country, anything can
happen. said Mrs Lotita Lebron. 34, snown In Washington police
usieup after she and three accomplices were arrested tn the" shooting of five members of Congress. flettmattages 304gulphota)

Children's Shoes

Fit 'Em Safe, Sure and Smartly at

Dar

nsond
Joe

Fred(
Shroi
Geral
man,
Bona
Sta
Barn
Clifte
Th,
chart
Usl
—nob)

ADAMS
oe Store

A must for your
spring and summer
wardrobe
$10,85
a,
err I$

COMING TOR SUMMER as a salute to your feet the- -nr eighty •
pomp r,
rantitteval print Here is
the ultra an fauthion to make a gay
twosome when aceomponsel by the
matching bag.

Where you

1914:11 P11191/04/ Richard M. glue reeetves a floral decoratkin
Washington from Mrs. Joseph R. Farrington, wife of ths Hawaiian
delegate to Congress. Earlier. a delegation from Hawaii formally pmsewed to Nixon a 500-foot petition signed by mire than 115,00O
Hawaiian residents asking las "statebood saw."
astersationall

$10.95

1
"RESS..UP

THE LESS THE BETTER will be
the rule for shoes later in the season as illustrated by th.s graceful T strap sandal in soft kid.
available in contrasting colors. 'dil1 pr.,,t leathers.

the finest shoes

money can

buy

Inl

BRING YOUR CHILDREN IN TODAY!

THEIRE'S QUIET ELEGANCE in
this new pump for spring with
simple wrionth vamp, wide open
toe and halter quarter. available
in colors to match your costume

Airborne
Goals

get

Sizes 2 to 8

$5.45

SizeS 81
/
2 to 12....

$6.45

Sizes 12% to 3 ..

$6.95
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Mrs
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this
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ial

GLEAMING
SPRING
LEiTHER ...AIR COOLED
STEER MESH

HOT
Mel

$10.95
BEST HEAL PUMP ...eat of aft
oriental print and
perfect for
proving that the shorter hemlines
can kink good and do. especially
comes Oa
--a- a ,-- time.

The lightest,
most comfortable
shoes that

'Rata

$10.95

ever walked

II GMT 5140411 PO•

A new high in complete
comfort and casual styling. Flexible, lightweight
upper leather. Feather -light sole and cork
pLitfurtn
cushion every step. Here's new walking
CASA—

to

pi iced to please.

Longer, Slimmer, Three Eyelet Blucher moccasin
with mudguard treatment in black polished leather and,
rubber heel, is a smarter anti more sophisticated shoe
for the new season.
The

II

Leather and mesh combined for airy lightness. So smart;
so cool, so right for spring and summer. Mode over
Noturoltzer's famous heel hugging toe free lasts, with
the heel two widths narrower. Completely flexibtle—
the shoe with the beautiful fit. America's outstanding
shoe value, here now in your exact size.
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